CLC discusses input on future du Lac changes

By BEVIN KOVALIK

Student input into the revision of du Lac was the focus of Thursday's Campus Life Council (CLC) meeting.

The most pressing issues concern the expectation of student behavior such as alcohol policy, said William Kirk, Assistant Vice President for Residence Life. He said the council considers student opinions, whether verbal or written, but it just doesn't always show up.

The Office of Residence Life, directors and administrators approve changes in du Lac, which is revised every two years. Anything passed by the CLC must be approved by Professor Patricia Oilara, the vice president for Student Affairs.

The administration has no real way of knowing how students feel prior to making a decision, said Joseph Blanco, student body president and CLC chairman. "We want to be able to have more of a discussion because writing letters isn't always as effective in communicating the students' opinions," Blanco said.

According to Father Michael Sullivan, Carroll Hall rector, the rational function of du Lac is to express university policy. "This is best done by a group like CLC where specific issues are addressed and constructive input is given," said Sullivan.

In reality, Sullivan said, it isn't practical to have a process which includes students as du Lac is revised because du Lac is a product of the initiative of the administration. Constructive input from the students should be a response to already published data rather than future changes, he said.

"Little people know of the CLC duties or purposes, but this in fact stiles its effectiveness," said Joe Wilson, Student Senate member. He said students need to be informed about the council and its members.

The next CLC meeting will continue to address the most effective means of bringing student input to du Lac. O'Hara will be present at the meeting since a limited number of students have read du Lac, CLC will seek a way to address the informed students. Blanco said the actual method of incorporating student input is being discussed on broad terms at the present.

Behind the scenes

Student managers are responsible for painting the football team's helmets prior to each game. Here (clockwise from bottom) sophomore Erika Lindhjem, Cara Patton, Lori Wingert, Gina Smith, Jonathan Ablian, Dave Carey, Christine Rudolph, R.J. Nicolosi and Rich Wood take time out to pose for a picture.

SMC debates new parietsals

By JENNIFER HABRYCH

Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

The Residence Hall Association (RHA) is in the process of writing a proposal to submit to the senior officers of the college to change the partisl system at Saint Mary's.

A proposal has been submitted, no votes have been taken, and no changes have occurred to alter the existing partisl system.

"When things are changed, everyone will definitely know," said Karen Fordham, chair of the partisl committee of RHA.

The proposal will suggest the change to extend violation hours from 10 a.m. until 3 a.m. seven nights a week, suggestions for dealing with the changes in each dorm, and a proposed amendment to allow males in the tunnel system if they are escorted.

"Whether they agree to this is up to the senior advisors," said Ellen McQuillan, President of RHA.

"The changes have not been proposed officially to anyone yet," said McQuillan.

When the proposal is completed, it will be submitted to the senior officers of the college: William Hickey, President; Dorothy Feigl, Vice President for Student Affairs.

The administration has no idea what the RHA's changes will be. "It is best done by a group like RHA," said Blanco.

The residence hall association is a product of the initiative of the administration. Constructive input from the students should be a response to already published data rather than future changes, he said.

"Little people know of the CLC duties or purposes, but this in fact stiles its effectiveness," said Joe Wilson, Student Senate member. He said students need to be informed about the council and its members.

The next CLC meeting will continue to address the most effective means of bringing student input to du Lac. O'Hara will be present at the meeting since a limited number of students have read du Lac, CLC will seek a way to address the informed students. Blanco said the actual method of incorporating student input is being discussed on broad terms at the present.

TENNESSEE WEEKEND

Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Christmas Craft Show, LaFortune, Theodore's, 2nd floor.
9 a.m.-1 p.m. Campus tour, departing from Statue of Our Lady, Main Gate.
6:45 p.m. Band Step-off for Pep Rally, Koons Band Building.
7 p.m. Pep Rally, JACC Basketball Arena.
9 p.m. Shenandoah Anniversary Concert, Washington Hall.

Saturday
6:30, 7:15 & 11:30 a.m. Mass, Crypt.
9 a.m.-1 p.m. Christmas Craft Show, LaFortune, Theodore's, 2nd floor.
11 a.m. Pom Pon squad performance, JACC Fieldhouse.
11:30 a.m. Gee club concert, JACC North Dome.
12 p.m. Shenandoah performance, JACC Fieldhouse.
12 p.m. Band concert, Main Band building.
12:45 p.m. Band steps-off, Main Band building.
1:35 p.m. Kickoff, Notre Dame vs. Tennessee, Notre Dame.
5 p.m. Vigil Mass, Sacred Heart Church.
6:45 p.m. Rosary Devotions, The Grotto, behind Sacred Heart Church.

Sunday
6, 7, 8, 9:30 and 11 a.m. Mass, Crypt.
10, 11, 11:45 a.m. Mass, Sacred Heart Church.
1 p.m. The Mozart String Quartet, Washington Hall.
6:45 p.m. Rosary Devotions, The Grotto.
7:15 p.m. Sunday Vespers, Sacred Heart Church.
INSIDE COLUMN

SMC coverage is a change for the better

Last weekend marked the 25th Anniversary of The Observer's first publication. It was a time of reflection. A time to look at how The Observer had changed over the years.

Some things have changed for the better; some things, it was argued, for the worse.

Whatever, this weekend encouraged my own reflection over the four years I have served at The Observer.

I have filled various positions ranging from Day Editor to Saint Mary's Assistant Editor to my current position as Ad Design Manager. With each position, I have learned to overcome different obstacles.

As Day Editor, I was forced to tackle the never-ending headache of transferring the classifieds from the Saint Mary's office to the one at Notre Dame. Believe me, this is not as easy as it may sound.

Somehow, and I still believe this theory to be true, the traffic light at the intersection of 31 and Saint Mary's Road causes the interference. (By the way, any one that is still under the impression of Saint Mary's does have an Observer office! It's on the third floor of Haggar.)

As a Sophomore, I served as Saint Mary's Assistant Editor. At the beginning of the year, I was excited and enthused by the number of people who signed up at Activities Night. Unfortunately, I learned that most of these people conveniently had a test when I asked them to write a story.

As a junior, the wise, don't sign up for something if you're not going to follow through. Sure, it's nice to have it on your resume but it's not as great at all appreciated by your employers.

Finally, my current position as Ad Design Manager. I'll admit it, I was Mac-illiterate when I first started this job. Although I still have a lot to learn, I've managed with tremendous help from my staff.

Being a sensitive soul, an editor or manager realizes the importance of a reliable staff falling off to you ad designers!

Reflecting upon these past four years, the change that I found most positive for The Observer, and sure I'm a little biased, is the increase of Saint Mary's publicity.

I can recall at the General Board meeting last spring, both the Editor-In-Chief and Saint Mary's Editor agreed that increasing Saint Mary's publicity was of major concern. I am glad to see that these words have been put into action.

Emily and her staff have done a wonderful job increasing Saint Mary's publicity. Over the years, I have heard several complaints that Saint Mary's does not receive the publicity it should. As I mentioned before, it is impossible for a few people to do the job of an entire staff. I encourage more Saint Mary's students to get involved with the newspaper, with the hope someday The Observer will reach its goal to be the independent newspaper serving both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

The views contained in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Today's Staff:

Production: Peggy Crooks
Byron Nowicki
Jeanne Blasie

News: Paul Beauman
Steve Zavestowski

Graphics: Brendan Regan

The Observer (USPS 599 2-4000) is published Monday through Friday except during exam and vacation periods. The Observer is neither of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.

MARKET UPDATE

YESTERDAY'S TRADING/ November 7

VOLUME IN SHARES

249,740,830

NYSE INDEX

217.14

SALES

156

GOLD

$1.72 to $35.40.00.

SILVER

2r to $40.63.00.

PRECIOUS METALS

357

NATIONAL

805

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

On November 8:

1 In 1793: The world-famous Louvre Museum in Paris opened its doors to the public.

2 In 1923: Adolf Hitler launched his first attempt at seizing power in Germany with a failed coup in Munich that came to be known as the Beer-Hall Putsch.

3 In 1953: President Roosevelt created, by executive order, the Civil Works Administration, designed to create jobs for more than 4 million unemployed.

4 In 1950: During the Korean War, the first jet plane battle took place as U.S. Air Force Lt. Russell J. Brown shot down a North Korean MiG-15.

NEWS:

Weather Forecast: Stay cool with a chance of showers today. Highs in the low 30's. Sunny and warmer Saturday.

TODAY: Ask an expert about your favorite subject. Just be sure that it is not a major one.

QUOTE OF THE DAY:

"Interference is not the last word. It is the first. As soon as there is interference, there is a struggle for independence."

YESTERDAY: Calls were placed against a woman who tried to carry a cup of water into the Hoosier Dome. Only food or beverages provided by vendors are allowed in the stadium. Prosecutor Jeffrey Modisett said, "I believe that the tax dollars of Marion County are better spent on other cases. Barbara Myers-Kora, 29, was charged with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest on Sept. 15 after a dispute with a security guard who stopped her from entering the stadium for the World Gymnastics Championships.

INDIANA

Water in Dome not allowed

INDIANAPOLIS - Charges were dropped against a woman who tried to carry a cup of water into the Hoosier Dome. Only food or beverages provided by vendors are allowed in the stadium. Prosecutor Jeffrey Modisett said, "I believe that the tax dollars of Marion County are better spent on other cases. Barbara Myers-Kora, 29, was charged with disorderly conduct and resisting arrest on Sept. 15 after a dispute with a security guard who stopped her from entering the stadium for the World Gymnastics Championships.

INDIANA

A Spanish Mass will be held in Breen-Phillips Chapel on Sunday at 10:30 a.m.

The "Amelia Earhart ... One Woman Show" scheduled for 8:30 p.m. on Sunday has been cancelled.

Muck Trial juror needed for Notre Dame Law School Mock Trials November 9, 24 and December 7, 8 (3:30-noon, 1-2 p.m.). Anyone interested should contact Brian Alexander at 277-9497 by November 13.

A food drive will be conducted by the Navy ROTC midshipmen at Lafayette, the Oak Room, and the Bookstore this weekend. They will be collecting canned food items and cash/check donations, all of which will be donated to the Hope Rescue Mission for the holidays.

On-campus housing is available for graduate students in the New Fisher Graduate Residences for the spring semester. Apply now at 311 Main Building.

INDIANA

The registration deadline for the Urban Plunge is today. Registration must be turned in today by 5 p.m. Applications are still available at the Center for Social Concerns, both Campus Ministry offices (Badin and Heusner Library) and At Saint Mary's: Campus Ministry in Regina Hall, Justice Education Office in Madeleva Hall and the new student volunteer office, SURV, in Haggar.

Shenanigan's Anniversary Concert will be presented today at 5 p.m. in Washington Hall. Tickets are available at the Lafayette Information Desk or at the door. Shenanigan's, Notre Dame's singing and dancing ensemble, is celebrating 10 years at Notre Dame.

Come dance to your favorite Cumbia, Mariachi, Salsa, Hip-Hop, and Alternative music at the Little Sister mixer Saturday from 9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. at Theodore's.

A Spanish Mass will be held in Breen-Phillips Chapel on Sunday at 10:30 a.m.

The "Amelia Earhart ... One Woman Show" scheduled for 8:30 p.m. on Sunday has been cancelled.

Muck Trial juror needed for Notre Dame Law School Mock Trials November 9, 24 and December 7, 8 (3:30-noon, 1-2 p.m.). Anyone interested should contact Brian Alexander at 277-9497 by November 13.

A food drive will be conducted by the Navy ROTC midshipmen at Lafayette, the Oak Room, and the Bookstore this weekend. They will be collecting canned food items and cash/check donations, all of which will be donated to the Hope Rescue Mission for the holidays.

On-campus housing is available for graduate students in the New Fisher Graduate Residences for the spring semester. Apply now at 311 Main Building.

WORLD

Rushdie calls off protest

YOSHDON - Author Salman Rushdie has grudgingly canceled a demonstration in his support because he says the government warned the protest could jeopardize the release of a British hostage in Lebanon. Rushdie has been in hiding since Feb. 14, 1989, when Iran's late revolutionary patriarch, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, called on Muslims to kill Rushdie, considering his novel "The Satanic Verses" to blaspheme Islam. Supporters had planned to recognize Rushdie Monday, the 1,000th day since the death order, with a 24-hour vigil.

NATIONAL

Black boy's school plan dropped

DETROIT - The Board of Education has abandoned plans for all-black schools designed to keep black youths from dropping out, saying the legal battles involved were too costly and probably couldn't be won. "We could not justify the expenditure of taxpayers' money on litigation we were ... unlikely to win," the board's president said Wednesday. The district had planned to open three all-black elementary schools in September. About 90 percent of Detroit's 160,000 public school students are black.

Lawn chair pilot recognized

SAN JOSE, Calif. - Ten years after Larry Walters drifted over the Pacific Coast in an airborne lawn chair, he's landed in an advertising campaign with Times Corp. He was chosen because he fit the company's campaign targeting ordinary individuals who conquer enormous obstacles. Walters strapped 42 pounds of homes to a lawn chair and floated three miles above city streets. The July 2, 1982, voyage took him 15 miles from San Pedro to Long Beach, wearing parachute, bucket of weights and defying seven balloons with a peeled gun.
The debate over the uncertainty of the dangers of 2-, 3-, 7-, and 8-tetrachloridebenzofuran (TCDD) is a highly emotional and scientifically controver­-sial issue, according to Kimberly Gray.

Gray, whose lecture was titled "Science and Emotion: The Dioxin Debate," is a professor and currently a researcher with a grant from Occidental Chemical to study the effects of the Love Canal disaster.

Gray has studied extensively the TCDD, once called "the most toxic synthetic chemical known to humans."

The dioxin chemical is a by-product of chloro-organic manufacturing. This contaminant is not difficult to destroy and degrades slowly. Sources of this controversial chemical include pesticides, leaded gaso­-line, municipal and hazardous waste incinerators, and the pulp and paper industry.

"What do you think of when you hear the word 'dioxin'"? Gray asked. She discussed the emotional issues that have oc­-urred from chemical disasters such as Agent Orange, Times Beach, Mo., and specifically, the Love Canal. The problems that arose from this catastrophe re­sulted from a poor attempt to cover up the fact that a neighbor­hood had unknowingly been built upon a toxic chemical dump site, she said.

Although dioxin did not play a major part in the early concerns for the Love Canal, Gray said, it is associated with its memories, particularly the fear of its effec­tiveness as a highly emotional reaction from those who are aware of it and the conflicting research reports on it.

Gray discussed three toxicolo­gical studies that were made on dioxins. One study by the government showed that Vietnam vets were not exposed to high levels of TCDD, during the war, she said.

Marilyn Fingerhist, with the National Institute of Occupa­tional Safety and Health, de­-scribed one of her findings that "long time exposure and high serum levels of TCDD cause cancer," Gray said.

In a German study last week at the Hamburg Department of Health, scientists determined that "Cat fully high exposures, TCDD is a human carcinogen." Gray said.

The New York Times reported in August 1991 that dioxins were not distinctly dangerous, only complicating the confusion of the contradict­ing studies, Gray said.

But Gray, from her own re­search, believes that a number of dioxin-like compounds have toxicological properties which concern several genes. Dioxin seems to cause cancers, but Gray concluded "when it comes to measuring effects of TCDD, cancer may be a poor indica­tor."

In conclusion, Gray remarked on the uncertainty of the implications of dioxin and its impact on the world. She stressed a need for an overall coming to­gether of policy and science to prevent problems such as those at Love Canal. Scientists need to understand the political di­mens­ions ... to their activities. Policy needs science, and science needs policy," she said.

The lecture was sponsored by the Kroc Institute for Interna­tional Peace Studies.

RHA meeting focuses on fundraising

By MICHELLE CLEMENTE
News Writer

Paritale and fundraising were discussed at The Saint Mary's Residence Hall Association (RHA) meeting Thursday.

RHA is working on a new paritale proposal to be sub­mitted to President William Hickey and other administra­tors. The proposal will include changing paritale hours to 10 a.m. until 3 a.m. daily and having ejected men use the tunnels which run underneath the buildings.

Currently, paritales at Saint Mary's run from 4 p.m. to midnight Mondays through Thursdays, 4 p.m. until 2 a.m. Fridays, noon until 2 a.m. Sat­urdays and noon to midnight on Sundays.

The biggest problem is sec­uring the two doors of Le Mans Hall. RHA President Ellen Mc­Quillan said. All other dorms have only one door to secure.

RHA asks that each student donate $2 so that a desk atten­tion can work on the east side of Le Mans, McQuillan said, "The Proposal will hopefully be submitted within two weeks."

The RHA fundraising commit­tee will be selling t-shirts with "The Top 10 Reasons to Go to Saint Mary's." Students may submit their ideas and their name in a suggestion box at the front desk of each hall. The students whose ideas are chosen will win a free t-shirt. The price of the t-shirt has not yet been decided. Anyone with questions should contact Jill Burdo.

Several RHA members at­tended a RHA conference at the University of Wisconsin at Osh­kos over fall break. The con­ference and RHA brought na­tional and regional recogni­tion to Saint Mary's, McQuillan said.

Debra Alvarado, the National Communications coordinator, attended meetings, voted on by­laws, and helped select the regional representatives for Incarnate Life.

Other members attended pro­grams in communications, leadership, development rela­tionships and icebreakers. Other programs included presentations at Marquette, Chico, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Ontario were represented.

The next RHA meeting will be November 14 at 10 a.m. in the Chameleon Room. At 7 p.m. members will participate in "Take Back the Night," a walk from the Le Mans Shuttle Stop to the St. Mary's Church. Questions should be directed to Karen Jurgenson.

Please support.

ND graduate students get fellowships from Amoco

Special to The Observer

Two Notre Dame graduate students will receive doctoral fellowship grants from Amoco Foundation Inc. in a ceremony on campus Saturday.

W. Douglas Ford, executive vice president Amoco Oil Co. and a 1966 graduate of Notre Dame, will recognize Jeffrey Fodor and W. Alan Alonso at noon in Room A-50 of Fitzpatrick Hall of Engineering.

Fodor, from Pueblo, Colorado, is working toward a doctorate in chemical engineering at Notre Dame. He also received a fellowship grant from Amoco last year. Alonso, from Aurora, Illinois, is working toward his doctorate in chemistry.

"Amoco is pleased to award these grants in recognition of the major role Notre Dame plays in meeting critical needs for highly qualified technical and business professionals in the work force," Ford said.

"Amoco, as well as the nation as a whole, continues to benefit from the contributions of the University and its graduates."

About 80 Notre Dame gradu­ates are currently employed by Amoco, said Ford, who earned his bachelor's degree in chemi­cal engineering from Notre Dame.

The Amoco Foundation has presented more than $100,000 in graduate fellowships to Notre Dame to support engineering, the physical sciences, business, and minority education programs.

In the past decade the foun­dation's contributions to Notre Dame total almost $800,000, and more than $3.3 million to all Indiana colleges and univer­sities.

The 39-year-old Amoco Foundation is funded by Amoco Corp. and has donated more than $267 million to non-profit educational, service, and cultural organizations. In 1990 the foundation contributed $24.5 million to such groups, with about half the total going to support education.
Amnesty International to gather

Special to The Observer

Over 400 human rights activists from high schools and colleges in 13 Midwestern states will gather at Northwestern University on Saturday, November 16, to attend a "Student Activism Day" conference. The conference is organized by Amnesty International.

Wilmer Fernandez, an economics student from Honduras who attends the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire, will be the keynote speaker.

Students will attend workshops on topics ranging from conscientious objection to the death penalty and juveniles, Ruth Barrett, Midwest regional director, and Margaret Byle, deputy director for Amnesty International, U.S.A., will speak. The workshops will cover fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners, and for an end to torture and executions. Amnesty International school groups participate in letter-writing actions, special events, and public education about human rights.

The conference will begin at 9:30 a.m. in the Medill Auditorium, 1845 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois, and will close at 7:30 p.m. For more information, contact Judy Hatcher or Pat Burke of Amnesty International at (312) 427-2060.

The Blue and Gold Card is your season ticket to ND Hockey!
SCROLLS: Concept of ‘Messiah’ might not be unique

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Newly released text from the Dead Sea Scrolls mentions the execution of a Messiah-like leader, suggesting that some ancient Jews shared the Christian concept of the slaying of a Messiah, scholars said Thursday.

One fragment contains five lines of text that describes a leader nouned as "put to death" and mentions "piercings" and "wounds," said Robert Eisenman, a professor of Middle East religions at California State University, Long Beach.

The text also uses Messianic-related terms such as "the staff," "the Root of Jesse," "the Messiah" and numerous other writings. Eisenman, who helped translate the scroll fragments, said he doesn't know if the leader mentioned in the text was Jesus. But he said the text has "far-reaching significance" because it shows the scrolls' writers and early Christians shared similar Messianic ideas.

He said the text supports his controversial theory that the most recent scrolls were written by Jews who helped form early Christianity. Many other scholars believe the scrolls were written by an ascetic Jewish sect called Essenes.

"We've known for a long time that the Jewish scroll writers had the idea of a dying Messiah — is new and explosive," said Michael Wise, a University of Chicago professor of Aramaic, the language of Jesus.

Wise, who helped translate the fragments, said it was always thought that Jews at the time of Jesus expected a Messiah who would restore Israel to dominance politically. Yet the newly released text shows that the Jewish scroll writers had the idea of a Messiah who would suffer and die.

"That shows this was not an idea unique to Christianity," Wise said.

"Anything which potentially impugns the uniqueness of the Christian message can be seen by some people as invalidating it or weakening it," said Wise.

The scrolls contain the oldest known copies of the Old Testament and numerous other writings. Scholars believe they were written by a Jewish sect sometime between 200 B.C. and A.D. 50.

The 800 scrolls, most in fragments, were found in caves near the Dead Sea in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Stored in Jerusalem, the scrolls contain priceless information about the period that spawned Christianity and modern Judaism.

A group of scholars, working under Jordanian and later Israeli auspices, controlled access to many of the scrolls for 40 years, drawing criticism that they were sluggish in publishing translations.

The Huntington Library in San Marino broke the monopoly in September by giving qualified scholars access to its 3,000 photographs of scroll fragments. Eisenman was the first granted access.

"It’s an interesting text. I doubt if one would call it explosive or revolutionary," said Eugene Ulrich, a University of Notre Dame theology professor. As chief editor of the scrolls, Ulrich was among the scholars who had early access to the documents.

Many concepts once believed to be uniquely Christian later were found to have been mentioned by Jews who wrote the scrolls, Ulrich said.

Emile Puech, another of the scrolls' editors, revealed the same text in Madrid last March during a closed-door meeting of official scroll scholars, Ulrich said, adding it will be published soon.

If the translation of the fragments is correct, "it is very significant," said James Tabor, a University of North Carolina associate professor of Christian origins and ancient Judaism.
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NASA sets launch date of Nov. 19

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — NASA has set Nov. 19 as the launch date for the sixth and final space shuttle flight of 1991, a military mission by Atlantis.

Mission managers announced the date after meeting Thursday at Kennedy Space Center.

Atlantis is scheduled to lift off at 6:51 p.m. EST with six astronauts and a Defense Department satellite to be dispatched 479 miles above Earth. The satellite is designed to warn of nuclear detonations and enemy missile launches.

After the satellite is released, the astronauts will devote their time to military observations, radiation monitoring and medical experiments. The 16-day mission is supposed to end, if all goes well, on Nov. 29 at Kennedy Space Center.
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NATO invites Warsaw Pact to join their club

ROME (AP) — President Bush won assurances Thursday from NATO leaders that they still want America's help in defending Europe. In a landmark summit, NATO agreed to invite old Warsaw Pact adversaries to join them in "a new era of partnership."

In a long day of re-evaluation, NATO also adopted a slimmer military structure in a bow to the end of the Cold War and prepared to call on the Soviets to put their armaments under the control of a single central authority.

"We must clasp the outreached hand of the people whose freedom has at last been won by a combination of their courage and our resolve," said Bush.

"We have lost our former enemies," NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner said in opening the meeting. "We all rejoice in that."

But it was Bush's challenge to NATO that dominated the opening sessions of the two-day summit. Bush pledged the United States would never abandon NATO but bluntly told his West European allies they must say whether they need or want America in their drive to toward closer European union.

"If, my friends, your ultimate aim is to provide independently for your own defense, the time to tell us is today," Bush told the allied leaders.

Bush's challenge produced a flurry of pro-American sentiment as the alliance undertook its largest transformation since it was formed in 1949 to counter Soviet expansionism. A document on future military strategy issued by the summit leaders stressed the importance of the link between the United States and Canada and Europe. It said the presence of U.S. conventional and nuclear arms in Europe remained vital.

Secretary of State James Baker, asked later about Bush's comments, said suggestions that there was a move to eliminate the U.S. role in NATO were "a total red herring." But he said that as the goals of the alliance were redefined, "we want to make certain that there are no ambiguities and that there is no confusion."

Britain, doggedly pro-American, and Italy declared that a NATO political declaration to be issued Friday spells out what Italian Foreign Minister Gianni De Michelis called an "undoubtable answer."

"Europe does want to maintain the trans-Atlantic partnership, including the military aspect, including the central role of the alliance," said De Michelis.

But France, always edgy about U.S. domination in Europe and the prime advocate of the West Europeans assuming their own defense role, reacted coolly to Bush's statement.

"We wish the American presence to remain in Europe," French President Francois Mitterrand's spokesman Jean Musitelli told reporters.

---
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Smith calls prosecutor 'incompetent';
judge in case restricts access to jury

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — William Kennedy Smith on Thursday described the prosecutor in his rape case as incompetent, a term he had used to describe a prospective juror.

During the heated sixth day of jury selection, Circuit Judge Mary Lupo took steps to shield prospective jurors' identities after a tabloid television show purportedly offered an outspoken juror "a gift.

However, the judge again upheld live television coverage of the proceedings.

Smith, a 31-year-old medical school graduate, told reporters he objected to prosecutor Moira Lasch's criticism of the 78-year-old juror, whose television appearance led to the new arguments about banning camera use in the courtroom.

Lasch has described Florence Orbach, whose colorful and salty answers to questions about the Kennedys on Tuesday cracked the courtroom with laughter, as "borderline incompetent" and asked that Lupo dismiss her from the jury pool, which the judge did.

Smith, nephew of Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., said he had worked with older people in hospitals and found "anybody of any age can be incompetent."

"The way I feel today ... I'd say Moira is walking proof of it," Smith told reporters outside court.

When he left the courthouse at day's end, Smith tried to walk quickly past reporters and joked that his lunchtime comment about Lasch had been off the record.

"My mother told me not to say anything bad about anybody, so if she finds out I said that I'll get in trouble," he said.

Earlier, Lasch complained to Lupo that while defense attorney Roy Black claims that publicity is threatening Smith's right to a fair trial, "he's doing everything he can to pander to it."

"Mr. Black and his entourage have press conferences at noon and at night," Lasch said.

Orbach also had a few things to say Thursday, appearing on a talk show on WJNO radio in West Palm Beach.

"The Kennedys couldn't care less about any of us," she said. "It's the Kennedy magic. It pollutes the world. It poisoned and hurt me."

Lupo revealed that Orbach had called her Wednesday to complain that she had been besieged by calls from reporters around the country and offered "a gift" by the tabloid television show "Hard Copy."

Kim Wilder, a spokeswoman for Hard Copy, had no immediate response.

The judge said most reporters covering the trial have been cooperative. However, she said, "The problem here is not the honesty of the jurors, it's the unscrupulous conduct of certain members of the media."

The judge refused defense attorney Roy Black's request to start jury selection without cameras.

First canine bloodmobile hits the streets

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — One of the first donors at a new bloodmobile Thursday was furry, four-legged and equipped with a tail, and answered to the name Barry. The bloodmobile is Penn's veterinary hospital's first to collect blood for injured canines.

The University of Pennsylvania's veterinary hospital will send its fully equipped bloodmobile, like those sponsored by the American Red Cross, to animal clinics or kennels for donations, coordinator Donna Oakley said at the vehicle's unveiling.

"The idea of people and their pets helping other people and their pets is what makes Penn's donor program such a special," Oakley said. "The bloodmobile will make it easier for animals to participate and will increase the supply of blood that is so critical to saving animals' lives."

What a great idea. Save the lives of other dogs," said Wayne Cavanaugh, a spokesman for the American Kennel Club. "The alternative, unfortunately, is to buy a large dog and then kill it for its blood. This program can avoid that.

Penn began its donor program in 1987 for canine patients at the hospital, according to its veterinary handler, Dan Buckley of the suburban Abington Police Department.

"The transfusion program works," he said.

Abington police have been sending their dogs to give blood for several years, ever since Buckley, a first canine partner was saved with 10 transfusions.

Donated blood will be used only for pets requiring transfusions and will not be used for experiments at the veterinary school, said spokesman Phyllis Holtzman.

"What a great idea. Save the lives of other dogs," said Wayne Cavanaugh, a spokesman for the American Kennel Club. "A story in yesterday's Observer neglected to state that John Wethers spoke at the fall meeting of the Saint Mary's College Business Associates. In addition he addressed members of Saint Mary's business clubs. The Observer regrets the error.

Clarification

God gives each person one lifetime.
What are you doing with yours?

Have you considered

THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR?

A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother.

Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 239-6355
Mexican president proposes major reform in collective farming system

MEXICO CITY (AP) — President Salinas de Gortari on Thursday proposed major constitutional changes in his nation's collective farm system, a land distribution plan that was a cornerstone of the Mexican Revolution.

The proposal Salinas sent to Congress would end distribution of land under the system and allow the sale of ejido collective farms, a land reform plan that was one of the major legacies of the 1910-1917 Revolution.

Salinas' Institutional Revolutionary Party controls both houses of Congress. A two-thirds majority vote is needed to amend the constitution.

Since taking office late in 1988, Salinas has dismantled many of the social and economic pillars erected by Mexican leaders in the spirit of the revolution, which has privatized major state-owned businesses, closed thousands of ejido collective farms, to sell, rent or mortgage land and a prac-
tice banned since the land parcels were handed out after the 1910-1917 Revolution.

Salinas' Institutional Revolutionary Party controls both houses of Congress, and from amendment.

One high government official of the Salinas administration said on condition of anonymity, was that this would prevent the national production.
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Abortion rights advocates ask for a quick decision

WASHINGTON (AP) — Abortion rights advocates, hoping to ignite a major political fight in next year's elections, asked the Supreme Court on Thursday to state definitively whether it has abandoned its 1973 ruling that legalized abortion.

The groups said they expect the increasingly conservative court to overturn its 18-year-old ruling in Roe vs. Wade and spark a heated election-year battle.

But they said that even if their appeal in a Pennsylvania case still were pending before the justices next November, the issue would be on the front burner for candidates and voters in 1992.

Meanwhile, the Democratic-controlled Congress sent to President Bush legislation allowing abortion counseling at federally subsidized family planning clinics.

The Senate vote Thursday was 72-25, more than enough to override a veto. But the House vote Wednesday fell short of the two-thirds majority that would be needed to enact the bill over Bush's objections.

Abortion rights groups hold a news conference to announce that they have asked the Supreme Court to review a federal appeals court ruling that upheld a new Pennsylvania law restricting abortions. The groups asked the high court to use the case to decide whether it still believes abortion is a fundamental right for women.

"The Supreme Court's failure to reaffirm Roe has fostered a steady erosion of (women's) liberties," said Kathryn Kolbert of the American Civil Liberties Union. "We therefore call upon the Supreme Court ... to determine whether Roe vs. Wade remains the law of the land."

"If the answer is no," she said, "American women must look elsewhere for redress."

The abortion rights advocates said they intend to turn to the ballot box for help.

"From county sheriff to the U.S. president, no elected official will escape scrutiny," said Faye Wattleton, president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America.

"The political road is the only road left to travel to secure our right to choose," said Kate Michelman, executive director of the National Abortion Rights Action League. "We must elect a pro-choice president or a veto-proof, pro-choice Congress."

Thursday's appeal may increase the chances the Pennsylvania case will be heard by the high court in its current term, and will be decided sometime before the 1992 presidential election. But the timetable remains uncertain.

Pennsylvania officials previously announced they will ask the high court to review an Oct. 21 ruling by the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals that upheld some, but not all, of the anti-abortion restrictions contained in the state law.

State Attorney General Ernie Preate said Thursday he will file a motion with the appeals court asking it to lift an injunction that has been in place since 1989 and let the law go into effect. Then he will formally ask for Supreme Court review.

He said Thursday's appeal on the other side "is not going to change our game plan."

The abortion rights groups, with 90 days to seek Supreme Court review, waited less than three weeks to appeal.

The high court could agree to review the case but not schedule oral arguments until October 1992, just a few weeks before the presidential election. That would mean the case would not be decided until 1993.

"President Bush, you are responsible for the costly and divisive battle that lies ahead," Michelman said.

"The right to choose is about to be taken from women and handed to the government. The law of a fundamental right has gone from the irreconcilable to the inevitable," she said.

The Pennsylvania law, enacted two years ago, is nearly identical to an earlier declared unconstitutional in 1986 by a more liberal Supreme Court.

The new law imposes a 24-hour waiting period for women seeking abortions and compels doctors to inform patients about fetal development and the effects of abortion.

State officials are expected to appeal that portion of the appeals court ruling.

Two judges investigate for fighting

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — An investigation is under way into allegations that an Ohio Supreme Court justice angrily wrested a fellow justice to the floor over complaints about computer file snooping, state police said Thursday.

Associate Justice Craig Wright and Andrew Douglas scuffled in front of fellow Justice Alice Robie Resnick until two of her clerks separated the pair, according to witnesses who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The witnesses said Wright, 62, and Douglas, 59, got into a shouting match Tuesday after Douglas confronted Wright over computer file snooping, state police said Thursday.
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HEAD COACH LOU HOLTZ
INVITES NOTRE DAME ALUMNI, STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
TO JOIN HIM IN SUPPORT OF THE
FIRST ANNUAL
SOUTH BEND CENTER FOR THE HOMELESS
CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 4 11:30 A.M.
CENTURY CENTER, SOUTH BEND

Since the founding of South Bend's Center for the Homeless in 1988, the Notre Dame community has embraced the Center as an opportunity for students, faculty, staff and alumni to reach out in the spirit of Jesus to the less fortunate of Michiana. Lou Nanni, a Notre Dame alumnus and member of the University's Board of Trustees, is the Center's director. University administrators serve on the Center's board. Students, faculty and staff members volunteer their time to minister to the Center's residents. Notre Dame alumni have served on the Center's staff and been among its early benefactors.

Now friends of the Center, including Coach Lou Holtz and other members of the University community, are joining in the inauguration of a splendid new holiday tradition: the first annual Center for the Homeless Christmas Luncheon. This event will play a pivotal role in enabling the Center to meet the vital needs of the homeless during the coming winter.

Staffed by 10 people assisted by some 400 volunteers each month, the Center is equipped with 135 beds in three residential areas--for men, for women and for families. During the first nine months of 1991, it has provided 17,605 nights' lodging and more than 33,000 meals. Even in this year's mild Michiana autumn, the Center has averaged 85 guests each night . . . and the number will increase dramatically as the weather grows colder.

In addition, some 100 needy people each day use Center services including mental health counseling, medical and dental care, job placement, outpatient treatment for mental illness and chemical dependency, parental counseling programs, preschool and G.E.D. classes, and legal aid.

The Center depends entirely on community volunteers and generosity--on people like you--to offer the homeless these gifts of hospitality, compassion, and respect.

By your presence or by your support, please join the Notre Dame and Michiana communities on December 4 . . . in the spirit of the Christ Child . . . in celebration of the gift of giving.

YES, I plan to join Coach Holtz December 4 in support of Michiana's homeless. Please reserve:

____ tables of eight at $240 per table
____ individuals at $30 per reservation

I'M UNABLE TO ATTEND the December 4 luncheon, but please accept my gift of $____ to the Center for the Homeless

(Please make checks payable to the Center for the Homeless)
813 South Michigan St., South Bend, IN 46601

NAME______________________________
COMPANY NAME_____________________
ADDRESS____________________________
CITY_________________STATE________ZIP_______
PHONE__________________________

---Contributions to the Center for the Homeless are tax deductible---
Philippine death toll from storm tops 3,300

ORMOC, Philippines (AP) — A wall of water swept up Shirley Erlado, destroyed her home and killed most of her family — among more than 3,300 people who perished in the floods and landslides that struck two Philippine islands.

She joined other dazed survi­vors Thursday, wandering the streets of this devastated port. Officials were still burying the dead from Tuesday's disaster, and said they were concerned of the threat of disease and low food stocks.

"We are so busy burying the dead and taking care of the liv­ing that we don't have time to assess the damage," said Maria Victorita Locsin, the mayor of the once-prosperous farming community of about 160,000 people.

Officials said Thursday that 3,009 died in Ormoc, on the central island of Leyte, and 3,099 are missing in Ormoc and presumed dead.
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continued from page 17
To: R. T. at New K. whores at
Send A Message To My Heart
From: Your Secret Admirer
(Or am I not so secret ??)

Happy 21st Birthday
Ellen Mary
White

We love you dearly!

Dad, Mom, Carlisle, Michael, Beth, Kate, Frank, Stephanie, Quinn

SOPHOMORES
Interested in getting involved in Junior Parents' Weekend? We need a lot of enthusiastic individuals to join the Sophomore Committee.
Please come to our informational meeting on Wed., Nov. 13th at 8 pm in the Sorin Room in LaFortune.
Can't make it? Call Bernadette at X3885

John P. O'Malley
Sales Representative
New Memberships or Transfers
Auto & Property Insurance
AAA-CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB
5929 GRAPE ROAD
INDIAN RIDGE PLAZA
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA 46545
219/277-5790 RES.: 219/288-0980

Play like a Champion
Today

The Ideal Gift for N.D. Fans!

Only $49.95

(plus $6.00 for SHI)

The famous sign in the football locker rooms that the players touch for good luck is now being reproduced by hand by the original artist.

LVP
Box 953 Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219) 239-4457
We accept checks, M.O., Visa and MC

Sticking it to them
Bernie Weaver, assistant pro at the golf course, finds time to sell a different sort of stick at the hockey pro shop in the ACC. Business will increase as the hockey team plays New Hampshire Friday and Saturday.
Surveys: Smoking down in U.S.

ATLANTA (AP) — Smoking in the United States is down again, to its lowest level ever, and the age of those who start smoking also has dropped, according to two federal surveys released Thursday.

The Centers for Disease Control reported that the U.S. smoking rate fell to 28 percent in 1988, down a percentage point from a year earlier. That rate includes 31 percent among men, 26 percent among women, 28 percent among whites, 32 percent among blacks and 24 percent among Hispanics.

Smoking is significantly higher among those who have gone through bad marriages, the CDC noted. Among separated or divorced people, 43 percent smoke, compared with 27 percent of married or single Americans and 20 percent of widowed Americans.

"Separated and divorced persons (are) less likely to have quit smoking," the Atlanta-based CDC said. "Social support provided in marriage may increase the probability of cessation, while stress ... from marital discord may decrease the likelihood of quitting."

The CDC also reported that the least educated Americans smoke the most, 34 percent of high school dropouts smoke, compared with 16 percent of college graduates.

The CDC report, based on a 1988 survey of U.S. adults, points to an overall smoking trend that has been in place since the surgeon general's landmark warning against smoking in 1964. At that time, 40 percent of the nation smoked; by 1985, it was 30 percent.

Meanwhile, the CDC reported that those who do smoke are starting younger and younger. A study of five decades of smokers found that those born in the 1950s, on average, started smoking at the age of 17.4 years — compared with 18.2 years for smokers born in the 1940s, and 19.7 years for smokers born from 1910-1919.

The CDC did not report the average starting ages for Americans born after 1959. But other data show the trend to younger smoking is continuing, said David Nelson, a CDC smoking research specialist.

"Things haven't changed," he said. "If anything, it appears people born from 1960-64 are even more likely to start smoking at younger ages."

The CDC study also found an increasing gap between races in the time smokers start smoking. Blacks and whites born from 1910-1919 started at the same average age. By the time smokers born in the 1950s got started, there was more than a year's difference: whites started at an average age of 17.2, blacks at 18.3 years.

That tendency of white smokers to start younger has been seen in other studies of high-school-age Americans. Possible explanations include black and white social attitudes, health beliefs and socioeconomicstatus — the ability to afford cigarettes, Nelson said.

"But there's no good research on that," he said. "Anything I'm saying is a guess. ... It clearly needs to be looked at."
Will the real Monk please stand up?

Recently, Father Edward Malloy was elected to serve his second term as University president. When he was elected to his first term five years ago, he had the burden of following Father Theodore Hesburgh at the University's helm. While nobody expected Malloy to be another Hesburgh, it was hoped that Malloy would use his administrative abilities and down-to-earth personality to give the President's office a new identity. Sadly, that hasn't happened.

After five years, we think the honeymoon is over. When he was chosen president on Nov. 14, 1986, Malloy told The Observer that he believed "in consultation, in collaboration, in style of listening." This collaborative approach was an asset, but in the past five years, it has come to be a liability for Malloy. The most recent example of this liability is Malloy's handling of the controversy could have been avoided. However, he didn't — which further angered rhythmic abilities and white students alike. There are is issues and events that require quick decisions, not establishment of task forces and committees.

Perhaps Malloy might try to increase student input into his collaborations. He is known to be down-to-earth, but what happens during the walk from South to the third floor of the Administration Building that seals Malloy off from the students? Malloy needs only to look to his "State of the Faculty" address to see how he can increase student input. Why not have a "State of the Students" address, complete with a question and answer period, to examine student concerns? That would allow students at least one avenue to provide input.

Having a higher profile on campus couldn't hurt Malloy either. Unless you live in Sorin (or spend large amounts of time there), you probably don't see much of him. The first step in getting to know someone is knowing he is around. With Malloy, sometimes we're not so sure.

The past five years with Malloy have been far from a disaster. Among other things, he has taken positive steps toward improving the status of women at Notre Dame and disaster. Among other things, he has taken postive steps around. With Malloy, sometimes we're not so sure.
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**weekend calendar**

**friday**

**music**

Duke Tumatoe, Club Shenanigans, 10:00 p.m.

**events**

Night of the Assassins, Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

Shenanigan’s Alumni Reunion Concert, Washington Hall, 9:00 p.m.

**saturday**

**music**

Freddy Jones, Club Shenanigans, 10:00 p.m.

**events**

Shenanigan's Pre-Game Show, JACC, 11:45 a.m.

ND vs. Tennessee, Notre Dame Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Night of the Assassins, Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

**sunday**

**music**

Night of the Assassins, Washington Hall, 3:10 p.m.

**films**

**saturday**

"Johnny Dangerously," Cushing Auditorium, 8:00 & 10:30 p.m.

"Guilty by Suspicion," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.

**friday**

"Johnny Dangerously," Cushing Auditorium, 8:00 & 10:30 p.m.

"Guilty by Suspicion," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.

**university park east**

"Little Man Tate," 7:20 & 9:30 p.m.

"Highlander II," 7:30 & 9:40 p.m.

"House Party II," 7:15 & 9:20 p.m.

"Paradise," 7:40 & 9:50 p.m.

"Ricolochet," 7:10 & 9:10 p.m.

"Frankie & Johnny," 7:00 & 9:25 p.m.

---

**feet the Tradition**

**Here come the cheerleaders**

By JULIE WILKENS

Accent Writer

*"The feeling of being down on the field during the game is incredibly," said co-captain, Junior Tyler Moore. He stated further, "When I first joined cheerleading, it was because I knew I wasn't big enough to play football. Cheerleading is the only other way apart from managing to be that involved with the sport. It's great to be a mediator between the student body and the game."*

**NOVEMBER 8-10**

**friday**

**music**

Duke Tumatoe, Club Shenanigans, 10:00 p.m.

**events**

Night of the Assassins, Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

Shenanigan's Alumni Reunion Concert, Washington Hall, 9:00 p.m.

**saturday**

**music**

Freddy Jones, Club Shenanigans, 10:00 p.m.

**events**

Shenanigan's Pre-Game Show, JACC, 11:45 a.m.

ND vs. Tennessee, Notre Dame Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Night of the Assassins, Washington Hall, 8:10 p.m.

**sunday**

**music**

Night of the Assassins, Washington Hall, 3:10 p.m.

**films**

**saturday**

"Johnny Dangerously," Cushing Auditorium, 8:00 & 10:30 p.m.

"Guilty by Suspicion," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.

**friday**

"Johnny Dangerously," Cushing Auditorium, 8:00 & 10:30 p.m.

"Guilty by Suspicion," Annenburg Auditorium, 7:30 & 9:45 p.m.

**university park east**

"Little Man Tate," 7:20 & 9:30 p.m.

"Highlander II," 7:30 & 9:40 p.m.

"House Party II," 7:15 & 9:20 p.m.

"Paradise," 7:40 & 9:50 p.m.

"Ricolochet," 7:10 & 9:10 p.m.

"Frankie & Johnny," 7:00 & 9:25 p.m.

---

**The Tradition**

**Here come the cheerleaders**

By JULIE WILKENS

Accent Writer

*"One of the best parts of cheerleading is traveling," said Moore. "It's great to go to away games and see how wide-spread the Notre Dame family is. The spirit at away games is incredible." But there have been some horror stories. "Walking by fraternity tail­
gaters at Stanford, we were pelted with submarine sand­
wiches and heads of lettuce. They thought we were hungry," said Majerek wryly.*

Try-outs for the squad are extremely competitive. Two weeks after Spring Break, the try-outs consist of four stunts. Stunting refers to all movements involving a guy lifting a girl in the air. Also required is tumbling, a performance of the Eight Song and a cheer, performance of an individually choreographed routine, and an interview.

"For most candidates, what we do is a new experience," said Majerek. "Few high schools involve boys in their cheerleading programs." Moore can attest to this. "When I first joined cheerleading, there was some teasing about being a guy cheerleader, a lot of general stereotypes. Most people don't realize what goes into it. But I think we've opened people's eyes once they've seen what we do."

But what about the dangers? Watching the squad perform gives one a whole new fear of heights. "We haven't had anything serious," said Moore. "Just a few stitches earlier in the year."

"We mark it through," said Majerek. "We examine what's going to happen if someone falls one way or another. It's very pricey. Everything is insured. Last year the Leprechaun broke his arm, and this was under the best of conditions. I told the guys on day one. No matter what, not one girl's butt is going to hit the ground. I don't care if they have to dive for it!"

Majerek also stressed the upcoming year. "I'd like to encourage people to start thinking about try-outs. People shouldn't be intimidated. What's important is how fast people catch on."

Just this past Tuesday, Majerek joined the new men's basket­ball coach, John McCloud on a trip to see the Chicago Bulls. "It's wonderful to have a coach that is interested in all facets of the game. Going to the Bulls game, we got more ideas on increasing the excitement between the cheerleaders and the band. We're working on a whole new program this year."

Whether leading the crowd in yelling "We are ND," or defying gravity, the cheerleading squad has it's work cut out for them. Many hours of every cheer­leader's life is directly devoted to the University. But the benefits aren't bad.

"Like, isn't there a game in Hawaii soon?"

---

**sympathy**

By JULIE WILKENS

Accent Writer

Pom Pon squad? What Pom Pon squad? Although this may be news to some, Notre Dame does indeed possess a Pom Pon squad. Made up of fourteen girls, the squad choreographs and performs their own routines.

"Before this year, people would come up to us, asking if we were cheerleaders," said co-captain Rosella Portolesi. "They thought we were Pom Pom squad. In fact they were the Notre Dame versus Michigan State game."

---

**feet the Tradition**

**Here come the cheerleaders**

By JULIE WILKENS

Accent Writer

The time commitment is immense. The squad practices Monday through Thursday from four to six. On Fridays before games, they add a practice before the game rally. The squad is also asked to make appearances in the area three to four times a month. Add this to the time taken during the saturday morning bookstore performance and the actual game. It is no wonder that the squad has little time outside cheering.

"It's wonderful to have a coach that is interested in all facets of the game. Going to the Bulls game, we got more ideas on increasing the excitement between the cheerleaders and the band. We're working on a whole new program this year."

Whether leading the crowd in yelling "We are ND," or defying gravity, the cheerleading squad has it's work cut out for them. Many hours of every cheer­leader's life is directly devoted to the University. But the bene­fits aren't bad.

"Like, isn't there a game in Hawaii soon?"
he night pep rallies to the post-game alumni and Notre Dame home football games are chock full of traditions. Which loyal fans follow religiously.

One such tradition involves the Indiana State Police.

While "a brush with the law can be a hair-raising experience" for many, at Notre Dame, football fans eagerly anticipate one man's message of traffic safety. For the past thirty-one years, this man has had the power to silence the crowds, and to make them laugh at his serious words of caution. "Just who is this guy from traffic safety, and why do we stop our cheering to listen to him with rapt attention?"

Well, sports fans, his name is Tim McCarthy, and he has kept Notre Dame football fans in stitches since 1961, when he first started using puns during his traffic safety announcements in order to keep the crowds' attention.

McCarthy, who was born in Fort Wayne, Ind., and raised an Irish Catholic. He joined the Indiana State Police Force in 1953, where he served for twenty-five years. He retired briefly, and was elected the Sheriff of Porter County in 1979. After serving two successful four-year terms as sheriff, McCarthy retired again. Within seven months he was appointed to the position of Porter County Assessor, which he still holds. He currently resides with his wife in Porter. They have two children, Timothy and Colleen.

McCarthy became involved in Notre Dame football when he was promoted to sergeant and Public Information Officer in 1960, with two games left in the season. At the time, the public safety announcements were very formal and serious. Continuing with the formal tradition, McCarthy's first two messages were very mundane and to-the-point. However, no one listened to him. At the beginning of the next season, McCarthy started using little quips with his messages, hoping to gain some attention.

His ploy worked, and his fans were hooked. At one game during his fourth year, McCarthy decided not to use a pun.

After he warned drivers to be careful, "everyone sat there and waited" for his pun. McCarthy knew he had a good thing going, and has not disappointed fans since.

Some simple math will reveal that McCarthy has used a lot of puns in the past thirty years. How does he come up with them?

"Throughout the year I'm always looking for a play on words, and when I hear one, I jot it down," McCarthy explains. Before the season starts, he tries to put them all together into quips which will relate and lead into his safety message. Occasionally he receives suggestions from Notre Dame or Saint Mary's students, but most of them, he states, "he couldn't possibly use.

At the game, McCarthy can be found in the press box, and during the fourth quarter he sits behind the Notre Dame announcer, in the Public Address Booth. When Collins anticipates a break in play, he gives McCarthy a signal. Stifling a little nervous after thirty-one years, McCarthy has everything, including his name, written on a notecard. As soon as the fans hear, "May I have your attention please?"

This is Sergeant Tim McCarthy... the stadium becomes silent. Some McCarthy favorites:

"If you try to pull the wool over a policeman's eyes, he may see through the yarn."

"When it's only coffee, there's no grounds for trouble."

"If you have too many glasses, you could become a spectacle."

"If you horse around with traffic safety, you could get saddled with tickets."

"And a good one for last weekend: "It's safe to keep out of the soup, even when it's chili."

A Notre Dame fan since he was a little kid, McCarthy remembers listening to Angelo Burteli on the radio, "a Notre Dame football when he was promoted to

Bueser recognize the visibility of the cheerleaders versus their sometimes anonymity, "it's understandable," said Bueser. "We're in a building stage, we're setting out to build something to last."

Beyond the money that all clubs are given, we have to do everything on our own."

The Pyramid as the ND Cheerleading Squad display their talents at keeping the crowd spirited throughout the game. The squad is divided into two parts, the upper and lower pyramid. The upper pyramid consists of the second half of the dance team, while the lower pyramid is made up of the cheerleaders, who form the letters of the English alphabet. The upper pyramid then forms the letters of the alphabet in reverse order, forming a full circle.

The stunt portion of the performance is the most exciting part of the routine. The stunt team, made up of the upper pyramid, performs a variety of aerial stunts, including flips, turns, and catches.

The routine ends with the stunt team forming a circle in the center of the court, and the cheerleaders performing a dance routine on the floor. The routine is then repeated, but with a twist. This time, the stunt team forms a different formation, and the cheerleaders perform a different dance routine. The routine is repeated again, this time with a third twist. The routine ends with the stunt team forming a final formation, and the cheerleaders performing a final dance routine. The crowd is left in awe of the stunts and dance routines, and the routine ends with a final cheer from the crowd.
According to the rumor mill, the entire Student Center may be off-limits to smoking, if the recommendations made by the Task Force on smoking are implemented. I do not approve, and I am not resigned. Is there not room in that whole vast building for one small smokers' corner? Are smokers, aspiring to be politically correct, condemned to believe that they have no rights?

The Republican party's late Lee Atwater, stricken with a brain tumor, offered this valadictory on what's been happening in America: "Long before I was struck with cancer, I felt something stirring in American society. It was a sense among the people of the country... that something was missing from their lives, something crucial... But I won't say what 'it' was. My illness helped me to see that what was missing in society was what was missing in me: a little heart, a lot of brotherhood."

The handwriting on the wall has been visible ever since the Task Force was announced: "Smokers, drop dead! We've started the revolution without you!"

Still, I have faith in Notre Dame as a kinder, gentler place. The members of the Task Force, striving to be fair, could shine with million points of light, for none of them, I'm sure, is a simply bluenose, like the killjoys and I react visibly to the tears they may accuse me of whining. I believe that non-smokers are entitled to a place in the sun; but why must they begrudge smokers the ground that they walk on. Bernard Levin, writing in the London Times, has predicted that if you rounded up smokers, and locked them behind gates in a ghetto, eventually the hard-core non-smokers would really fire-bomb the ghetto as though they were pro-lifers attacking an abortion mill.

As an underling serving the Good Shepherd, I've noticed that smoking can be the tie that binds. As soon as you start sharing cigarettes with one of life's losers, the bonding begins that will turn you into his friend for life.

Once he's receptive to the truths you live by, he's halfway there, whether he believes you or not. Smoking doesn't generate miracles ex opere operato; but like preparing food or making love, it can become an art form that leaves you full-filled, and replaces the nada that keeps your soul empty.

If you show me a lonely man, I'll show you a fellow who has never learned the creative uses of smoking, which, give him a lift when he's reading a book or listening to music. But if he should give up smoking, once it has enriched him, he'd feel abandoned, as though his muses had left him, turning him into an orphan.

I could prove from history that smoking has been the benzene of progress; but if I should belabor the point, you may accuse me of whining. I don't ask Notre Dame for the right to smoke always and everywhere. I believe that non-smokers are entitled to a place in the sun; but why must they begrudge smokers the ground that they walk on. Bernard Levin, writing in the London Times, has predicted that if you rounded up smokers, and locked them behind gates in a ghetto, eventually the hard-core non-smokers would really fire-bomb the ghetto as though they were pro-lifers attacking an abortion mill.

As an underling serving the Good Shepherd, I've noticed that smoking can be the tie that binds. As soon as you start sharing cigarettes with one of life's losers, the bonding begins that will turn you into his friend for life.

Once he's receptive to the truths you live by, he's halfway there, whether he believes you or not. Smoking doesn't generate miracles ex opere operato; but like preparing food or making love, it can become an art form that leaves you full-filled, and replaces the nada that keeps your soul empty.

If you show me a lonely man, I'll show you a fellow who has never learned the creative uses of smoking, which, give him a lift when he's reading a book or listening to music. But if he should give up smoking, once it has enriched him, he'd feel abandoned, as though his muses had left him, turning him into an orphan.

I could prove from history that smoking has been the benzene of progress; but if I should belabor the point, you may accuse me of whining. I don't ask Notre Dame for the right to smoke always and everywhere. I believe that non-smokers are entitled to a place in the sun; but why must they begrudge smokers the ground that they walk on.

"Quelle dommage! Did you take to the Lord in prayer?"

As an underling serving the Good Shepherd, I've noticed that smoking can be the tie that binds. As soon as you start sharing cigarettes with one of life's losers, the bonding begins that will turn you into his friend for life.

Once he's receptive to the truths you live by, he's halfway there, whether he believes you or not. Smoking doesn't generate miracles ex opere operato; but like preparing food or making love, it can become an art form that leaves you full-filled, and replaces the nada that keeps your soul empty.

If you show me a lonely man, I'll show you a fellow who has never learned the creative uses of smoking, which, give him a lift when he's reading a book or listening to music. But if he should give up smoking, once it has enriched him, he'd feel abandoned, as though his muses had left him, turning him into an orphan.

I could prove from history that smoking has been the benzene of progress; but if I should belabor the point, you may accuse me of whining. I don't ask Notre Dame for the right to smoke always and everywhere. I believe that non-smokers are entitled to a place in the sun; but why must they begrudge smokers the ground that they walk on.

"Quelle dommage! Did you take to the Lord in prayer?"

As an underling serving the Good Shepherd, I've noticed that smoking can be the tie that binds. As soon as you start sharing cigarettes with one of life's losers, the bonding begins that will turn you into his friend for life.

Once he's receptive to the truths you live by, he's halfway there, whether he believes you or not. Smoking doesn't generate miracles ex opere operato; but like preparing food or making love, it can become an art form that leaves you full-filled, and replaces the nada that keeps your soul empty.

If you show me a lonely man, I'll show you a fellow who has never learned the creative uses of smoking, which, give him a lift when he's reading a book or listening to music. But if he should give up smoking, once it has enriched him, he'd feel abandoned, as though his muses had left him, turning him into an orphan.

I could prove from history that smoking has been the benzene of progress; but if I should belabor the point, you may accuse me of whining. I don't ask Notre Dame for the right to smoke always and everywhere. I believe that non-smokers are entitled to a place in the sun; but why must they begrudge smokers the ground that they walk on.
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Lost/Found:
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Anna - 233-9588

Calendar:

- Friday: November 8, 1991
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- Joe X1835 X1836
- 233-9588.
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SCOREBOARD
Friday, November 8, 1991

NHL STANDINGS

WALTS CONFERENCE
Patrick Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY Rangers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY Islanders</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adams Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bruce Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnipeg</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmonton</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wednesday's Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thursday's Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCOREBOARD

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NBA STANDINGS

NBA STANDINGS

ATLANTIC DIVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTERN DIVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Clippers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSACTIONS

BASEBALL

American League

Boston Red Sox—Named Frank White manager of Winter Haven of the Gulf Coast League.

Texas Rangers—Signed John Conger, outfield, to a minor league contract with Oklahoma City of the American Association.

National League

Montreal Expos—Named Jim Clancy bullpen coach.

Colorado Rockies—Named Larry Beamer special assistant to the general manager.


Basketball

National Basketball Association

Chicago Bulls—Signed Nick Nurse, guard, to a one-year contract. Placed Craig Hodges, guard, on the injured list.

Los Angeles Lakers—Announced the retirement of Magic Johnson, guard.

New England Patriots—Placed Rob Carpenter, wide receiver, on the injured list.

National Football League

Dallas Cowboys—Claimed Craig Kupp, quarterback, off waivers from the Phoenix Cardinals.

Indiana Colts—Announced Eric Dickerson, running back, for four weeks for insubordination and conduct detrimental to the team, without pay, and fined him an additional week's pay.

EDUCATION

FOR THE REAL WORLD

Graduate degree programs (MA, Ph.D.) in International Affairs with an emphasis on contemporary policy-relevant issues.

Area and Functional Fields:
- Interamerican Studies (U.S.-Latin American Relations)
- Soviet and East European Studies
- Middle East Studies
- International Relations
- International Business Management
- International Security and Conflict
- Comparative Development
- International Economics

Apply by February 1 for assistantships and other financial aid.

Graduate Programs in International Affairs

Graduate Program in International Studies

Admissions, Room 900, Coral Gables, FL 33124-3000
(305) 284-4175
**Knicks pound Magic as Starks pours in 30**

NEW YORK (AP) — Reserve John Starks scored a career-high 30 points, including eight in a two-minute span in the second quarter when New York took control of the game, as the Knicks beat previously unbeaten Orlando 128-100 Thursday night.

New York, who opened the season with a loss at Orlando six days ago, handed the Magic its first defeat in four games. Golden State is now the lone NBA team with a perfect record.

Patrick Ewing had 24 points for New York while Xavier McDaniel scored 14, all in the first half.

Dennis Scott led Orlando with 29 points while Drazen Petrovic added 16 in the team’s home opener.

**Rockets 105, Cavaliers 86**

HOUSTON — Sleepy Floyd and Tree Rollins keyed a 26-8 run at the start of the second quarter that lifted Houston Rockets past Cleveland.

Floyd scored eight of his 22 points during the second-period burst and Rollins added seven of his 12.

It is the most points Rollins has scored in the last 11 games.

Rockets leap frogged the Cavaliers to 5-0, their best record after six games since coming to Houston in the 1972-73 season.

**Nuggets 88, Timberwolves 71**

DENVER — Denver cut its deficit to two points in the second game since coming to Denver with a pair of goals in the last 10 games.

Ashton scored two goals each in the first two periods en route to a 39-35 advantage in shots on goal, including 3-0 in the five-minute overtime.

Fleury tied the score 2-2 with his ninth goal late in the first period, beating Boston’s Andy Moog with a quick rap shot from the faceoff circle to the goalie’s right.

Then, after setting up Gary Roberts with a pass for the game’s first goal, Fleury poked in a rebound of his own shot on a power play at 16:54.

Fleury’s 10th goal of the season put the Flames ahead 4-3, but Boston came back again to tie the score on a goal by Andy Brickley.

**NHL’s 1987-88 season is the first time since March 16.**

**Flyers skate past Sabres; Bruins tie 4-4**

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Dan Quinn had a goal and an assist as the Philadelphia Flyers defeated the Buffalo Sabres 5-2 and reached the .500 mark for the first time this season.

The Flyers (6-6-1) have won six of their last 10 games after starting the season with a four-game winless streak.

Buffalo has just one win in seven decisions (1-6-1) on the road this season.

Quinn broke a 1-1 tie by scoring on the power-play at 4:34 of the second. The goal snapped an 0-for-20 Philadelphia drought with a man advantage. The Flyers have the NHL’s worst power-play (.7-for-79).

Pelle Eklund scored the Flyers’ eventual winning goal when he made it 3-1 with a short-handed goal at 12:04.
Reports have Rocket L.A.-bound
Toronto newspaper says Ismail headed for Raiders

TORONTO (AP) — Rocket Ismail’s days with the CFL’s Toronto Argonauts are numbered and he could be playing for the Los Angeles Raiders before the end of the NFL season, football analyst Fred Edelstein says.

“Every piece of information I have indicates that the length of Rocket’s career with the Toronto Argonauts will be exactly one season,” the Toronto Globe and Mail quoted Edelstein as saying in a telephone interview Wednesday.

“He’s on his way to the Los Angeles Raiders. I wouldn’t be surprised, in fact, if the Raiders have him in a uniform by next month,” added Edelstein, who has a weekly program on ESPN and is the author of Edelstein Pro Football Letter.

Ismail denied the report today.

“No one closely or remotely related to me would say such a thing,” he said while making a promotional appearance at the Toronto Argonauts’ training camp in June.

Ismail, one of the outstanding college players last season with Notre Dame, signed a four-year, $18 million deal with the NFL team before the CFL’s opening day.

Edelstein said... They deny the whole thing, too.

“Everybody dreams of that,” Gamecocks coach Sparky Woods said. “I think we better play some defense and hope we can keep them from scoring too many points.”

Washington (8-0) plays a Southern California team that is struggling at 3-5. Huskies coach Don James says he sympathizes with Trojans coach Larry Smith.

“We know how Larry’s suffering,” he said. “We’ve been there,” James said. “You get a lot of young guys, some key injuries, a bad call here and there. While Washington is trying for a national championship, Southern Cal still has hopes of a 5-0 season.

“If we finished 6-5, do you realize what kind of finish that would be? That would be fantastic,” Smith said.

Darren Studdist, the sophomore quarterback for West Virginia (6-3), will be going home to South Florida when the Mountaineers play Miami (7-2).

“I always dreamed of playing in the Orange Bowl,” Studdist said. “I am a Miami Hurricane fan. I’m glad I got away and got to be Darren Studdist by himself, not following the pack down to Miami or Florida State.”

Northwestern coach Franke Peay wants his team to play like Wildcats against Michigan (7-1).

“I always tell the kids if you scratch and claw long and hard enough, you’ll eventually draw blood,” Peay said.

Northwestern (3-5) upset Michigan State 16-13 last week and is starting to get some attention.

“The mail and the con­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­
Magic announces retirement after tests reveal presence of AIDS virus

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)—In his most difficult moment, as friends and fans alike cried, Magic Johnson still had a smile, that familiar smile. "It can happen to anybody - even me," Johnson said as a stunned sports world watched. Earvin "Magic" Johnson, of all people, has the AIDS virus. One of the greatest players ever, a five-time NBA champion and a three-time MVP, is retiring immediately from basketball.

"This is one of those things you think can't happen to you, but it can," Johnson said, making the announcement himself Thursday at a news conference televised nationally and attended by old teammates, doctors and NBA commissioner David Stern. "Sometimes you're a little naive about it and think it can never happen to you. You think it can happen to only other people. But it has happened and I'm going to deal with it, and life goes on."

In 12 sparkling seasons, Johnson and his trademark smile helped turn a struggling NBA into the biggest sports success story of the 1980s. With him at the point, Lakers games were "Showtime."

On Wednesday, Johnson got the news that the HIV virus had turned up in routine tests for a life insurance policy. He said his wife of two months tested negative.

Both Johnson and the Lakers' physicians, Dr. Michael Mellman, said he doesn't have AIDS, only the virus that leads to it. "I feel really good," Johnson said. "I feel great."

Neither he nor his doctors said how or when he contracted the virus, usually transmitted through sex or intravenous drug use. "I don't believe we know at this point, specifically," Mellman said.

Johnson said it shows that guys aren't the only people who are infected and repeatedly stressed that "safe sex is the way to go."

The NBA was struggling to survive when in 1979, when Johnson left Michigan State after winning the NCAA championship as a sophomore and became the No. 1 pick in the pro draft. Along with Larry Bird, he helped turn the league into the world's biggest sports entertainment, marketing and sports success.

The average salary was $171,000 in 1980. It was more than $5 million going into this season.

"No one has contributed more to the success of the NBA than Earvin 'Magic' Johnson," Stern said. "We expect Earvin to continue to play an important role in the NBA, and the entire NBA family pledges its full support to him in his fight against this disease."

At 6-foot-9, Johnson revolutionized the point-guard position. He leaves the game with a league-record 9,921 assists, having broken Oscar Robertson's career standard last season.

In 1981 for the Los Angeles Lakers, the guard of legendary Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, he said he cried when he learned the news, said "I'm happy to see he has a positive outlook. When I saw him, he tried to be as positive as he could. He smiled like he always does."

"I just told him I'd be there for him, to offer him friendship," Stern said.

Emotion was evident from the floor of the planet Earth to the world of entertainment to those who played and coached with and against him. "He's a great player, but he's been an important role in the NBA, and the entire NBA family pledges its full support to him in his fight against this disease."

"It's really a tragedy, a great player, but he's been a great ambassador for the game and everything else," said Boston Celtics forward Kevin McHale, Johnson's opponent for two of his five NBA championships. "My heart goes out to him. I think all you can do now is just pray that he handles everything in the best way that he can."

Johnson indicated he will become a spokesman in the fight against AIDS, which can lead to AIDS.

Rivals, fans in shock at Magic's troubles

"All my love and support is with him," actress Elizabeth Taylor said from London, where she is making two personal visits on behalf of the AIDS Crisis Trust. "God will help him and let us all pray to God that there will be a cure for him and everyone else soon."

"I just hope things work out for him. He's what the league is all about," said Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, who said he cried when he learned the news, said "I'm happy to see he has a positive outlook. When I saw him, he tried to be as positive as he could. He smiled like he always does."

"I just told him I'd be there for him, to offer him friendship," Stern said.

Emotion was evident from the floor of the planet Earth to the world of entertainment to those who played and coached with and against him. "He's a great player, but he's been a great ambassador for the game and everything else," said Boston Celtics forward Kevin McHale, Johnson's opponent for two of his five NBA championships. "My heart goes out to him. I think all you can do now is just pray that he handles everything in the best way that he can."

Johnson indicated he will become a spokesman in the fight against AIDS, which can lead to AIDS.

LAUNCH YOUR CAREER WITH A $30,000 SCHOLARSHIP.

Two-year NROTC scholarships offer tuition and other financial assistance worth as much as $30,000 to qualified college sophomores. The Navy pays for tuition, textbooks, instructional fees and gives you an allowance of $100 a month for up to 20 months during your last two years of college. Upon graduation and completion of requirements, you'll become an important part of the Navy adventure as a Navy officer. Call the Navy representative for more information on this challenging and rewarding program. Contact Dan Cochran, Call 239-6061.
Men's soccer posts first-round win
Prado, Pendergast lead charge as ND crushes Detroit

Special to the Observer

Freshman Ray Prado and junior Kevin Pendergast both tied an MCC Tournament record with two goals each as Notre Dame (12-4-2) coasted to a 6-0 win over Detroit in the first round of the tourney in Indianapolis today.

Prado broke the game open with a point-blank shot just two minutes into the match, after a corner kick from Mike Palmer. Just 11 minutes later, Prado made it 2-0 by taking a feed from Kenyon Meyer and rifling a shot into the upper corner from 20 yards out.

Snow flurries and a slick surface did not seem to hinder the Irish offense, which recorded 24 shots on goal to just five for Detroit.

In the second half, the Irish took advantage of a winded Titan defense by scoring four goals in the final 30 minutes. Tim Oates made it 3-0 on a fine individual effort, dribbling through the Detroit defense before blasting a shot from eight yards out past Titan goalie Don Koontz.

The barrage continued as Brendan Dillman fed Pendergast with a long lead pass, resulting in a one-on-one chance against Koontz. Pendergast's high looping shot found the upper corner to up the Irish lead to 4-0.

Dillman next set up Keith Carlson with a beautiful thread pass for an easy score, and then Pendergast rounded out the scoring with a breakaway goal.

The shutout was the third in a row for Notre Dame and the 10th this season for Irish goalkeeper Bert Bader. Notre Dame will face either second-seeded Lovola or seventh-seeded Xavier tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. in the semifinals of the MCC Tournament—the winner of which receives an automatic bid into the NCAA.

Leyland rejects long-term contract offer from Pirates

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pittsburgh Pirates were prepared to offer Manager Jim Leyland a long-term contract that could have made him one of the highest-paid managers in baseball, but Leyland wasn't interested, according to a published report.

Before the offer could be made in an Oct. 24 meeting with Chairman of the Board Doug Danforth, Leyland said he was not interested in an extension or renegotiation because of the instability of small-market franchises. The Pittsburgh Press reported today.

"I would not have accepted an extension if it had been offered, but I want to make clear that I'm totally happy in Pittsburgh and that I want to remain in Pittsburgh," Leyland said.

Danforth declined to comment on Leyland's contract situation, saying through a team spokesman that Leyland is signed through 1993 and that no other team will have permission to talk to him about employment in that time.

Leyland had said he believed his record in his first six years as Pirates manager has earned him the right to manage a competitive club.

His disinterest in committing to the organization beyond 1993 apparently indicates his future in Pittsburgh will pivot on the club's willingness to contract key elements of the two-time defending National League East champions or replace them with players of similar ability.

HOLY MACKAREL
HOGE is 21!
SCHNICKETAH!
Have a great birthday,
Joanne.

Catch the WAVE of Notre Dame Tradition and pass it on with...

O'Malley of Notre Dame
John W. Meaney
This book chronicles the spirit and dedication of one of Notre Dame's most famous teachers. $10.95 paper

University of Notre Dame: A Contemporary Portrait
Second Edition
Robert P. Schmuhl
The words and 78 color and black-and-white photographs in this book provide the most up-to-date portrait of the University of Notre Dame available. $9.95 paper

University of Notre Dame: A Portrait of Its History and Campus
Thomas J. Schlereth
Using over 420 photographs, maps, and drawings, Schlereth brings to life the people and moments that made Notre Dame. $32.95 cloth, $18.95 paper

Official University of Notre Dame Sesquicentennial Desk Calendar
Spiral bound for convenient use as an appointment book, this exquisite 16-month desk calendar—containing 16 full-color photos of campus scenes—is the perfect guide to the celebration of Notre Dame's 150th birthday. $19.95 cloth

The University of Notre Dame Remembered
An Autobiography
Edward Fischer
"Well-written and bighearted, this will be great for Notre Dames."—The Kirkus Reviews
$12.95 paper

Published by University of Notre Dame Press
Available at the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
The Notre Dame women's basketball team plays host to Athletes in Action tonight in an exhibition contest immediately following the football pep rally.

The Athletes in Action squad is led by Senior Deb Crowley, who was a two-time All-American while with the Cardinal and a member of the 1991 Pan American squad.

The Irish come into tonight's exhibition banged up. Junior guard Elena Washington, a preseason first-team All-MCC selection, is questionable due to a knee injury, and senior Deb Fitzgerald will be out of action for four to six weeks with a bulging disk in her lower back.

The Notre Dame women's basketball team plays host to the 15th-ranked Tennessee Volunteers tonight in an exhibition contest immediately following the football pep rally.

Tennessee has a solid team, and its number-one singles player handily kept Wright, ranked 45th, out of the semifinals at the All-American tournament in Los Angeles and won the first singles flight at the Brown Invitational, defeating Schwab in the semis and Harris in the finals.

At Brown, the Irish suffered a few setbacks at the hands of Tennessee players, so they will be looking to make the most of this second chance at Tennessee.

The deal came about as a result of ND's desire to get their games out to fans and alumni across the country, and the deal has made that possible.

How has the deal been for NBC? "We're more than happy—we're ecstatic," said Ebersol. "We've made money this first year...this is the only broadcast television package that will make money."

Ebersol shared a story that symbolizes Notre Dame football's role in sports on television. He said that in 1967, when he first got into sports broadcasting, a man told him that to be successful in this business, you have to own the rights to the NFL, the Summer Olympics and Notre Dame football.

"The man said, 'Yeah, but you can dream.'"

This one-time dream has become a reality, thanks to the resourcefulness of Dick Ebersol.

Tennis

continued from page 28

fort to get used to their partners. This will be an opportunity for us, a step that we're working towards."

The Irish have a chance at upsetting the 15th-ranked Volunteers, but will have to play smart from wire-to-wire in all the way down the lineup.
Ratigan steps into starting role
Junior linebacker fills void left by injuries, loss of Goheen
By RICH KURZ
Associate Sports Editor
Waiting for your turn to play is a Notre Dame football tradition. So is making the most of that opportunity when it comes.
Brian Ratigan, a fifth-year senior, was one of those chances last week against the Naval Academy. After being a conducive jumble of position switches to shore up the defense and the loss of regular backer Justin Goheen (to mononucleosis), Ratigan emerged from his role as understudy to Demon to rise to the other inside linebacker spot and play a key role in last Saturday’s win over the Midshipmen.
Playing primarily in the first half, the junior from Council Bluffs, Iowa, made six tackles to help halt the Navy rushing attack. "The defensive line took out a lot of blocks," said Ratigan. "Pete (Beres) and I must have had 20 tackles between us."
Ratigan also plays on special teams, covering kickoffs and punts. "He does a really good job," said special teams coach Joe Hayes. "He goes and gets the job done. He’s got a great attitude."
Playing behind an All-American like Dullone means that chances to play are sporadic, but you must be prepared to play at all times. "I’m only one player away," Ratigan said. "I have to be comfortable when I do get the chance to play." Linebacking runs in his blood. His older brother, Larry, a fifth-year senior at Iowa State, started at outside linebacker for the Cyclones. During Brian’s sophomore year in high school, the brothers were starters for their high school team, and the two are still close.
Ratigan credits his older brother with helping to develop his athletic skills. "When we were little, he always dragged me along to play games with the older kids," Ratigan said. His athletic pursuits aren’t limited to the gridiron, however. He plays basketball for Dillon in the winter, calling on skills that got him selected to the Iowa all-state team in his senior year, during which his team won the state title. "I like to play basketball and baseball, but football’s still first," he said.
His high-school resume was filled out with some other extracurricular activities as well. He found time to be the president of his National Honor Society, as well as his class president all four years of high school.
A marketing major, Ratigan hopes to use his business talents to own his own business in the future. "I’m heading over to Europe this summer to try international marketing and see how I like it. I need some more experience," Ratigan said. So when he gets his chance in business, don’t be surprised to see him fully take advantage of it.

Vols continued from page 28

composed, with only two seniors (left end Devon McDonald and left tackle Troy Ridgely), four juniors, three sophomores and three freshmen on the depth chart. But setting potential greatness aside, the Volunteers multiple-set offenses—ranked ninth in the NCAA—will likely pose a stiff challenge to the maturing Notre Dame defenders.

Defensive back John Covington, who suffered a sprained knee against Navy, is probable for the Tennessee game, as are Greg Davis and Justin Hall. Bryant Young is doubtful for tomorrow’s contest, and Justin Goheen is out for the season with mononucleosis.

The proposed pay-per-view deal for Notre Dame’s Nov. 16 game at Penn State has fallen through. "For a variety of reasons which I can’t go into, ABC Sports decided not to go through with this," ABC spokesman Mark Martin said yesterday in New York.

Notre Dame sports information director John Heisler said ABC may have not had enough time to make the arrangements for the Nov. 16 game. "They just didn’t feel enough things were in place to make that the case," he said. The game, which was to have been viewed on the Showtime cable network for $9.95, will now be televised regionally to about half the nation as the second half of an ABC college football doubleheader, with kickoff at 3:30 p.m. EST.
The pay-per-view deal would have provided a viewing option for the 50 percent of the country which lives within a Big Ten or Pac-10 broadcast region. With or without the pay-per-view deal, viewers in Big Ten and Pac-10 regions will not have been able to see the game on free television in any circumstance.

Forty percent of the pay-per-view revenues were to go to local cable operators, while Showtime would have received ten percent and up to 40 percent was to be shared among Notre Dame, Penn State, ABC and the CFA.
Mandell said neither school nor the CFA, all of whom supported the project, had any connection with the deal’s collapse. He added that the failure does not close the door on future pay-per-view TV sports deals. "It’s hard to speculate what we’ll do in the future," he said.

ABC continued to express some reservations, even after CFA officials said the project would be completed. Mandell said Wednesday that ABC Sports must resolve "some internal things" before completing the deal. He declined to discuss details.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.

Women’s IH football playoffs resume Sunday
By ELAINE DEBASSIGE
Sports Writer
On Sunday, the finalists for the 1991 IH state football titles will be decided. Pasquerilla West will head up against Breen-Phillips, and Lewis will square off against Pasquerilla East. The games will be held at Stepan Field and will move to Lewis if the weather is severe.
Pasquerilla West vs. Breen-Phillips
Pasquerilla West will carry its second seeded to the field to try and top the Blitz this Sunday. The Fled High is the highest seed left in the tournament, pulling off an impressive win over Off-Campus last weekend to put them in contention for the championship. Their offensive line has been explosive all season and hope to remain as hot as they have been. Neither team played each other in the regular season, and this could be a factor. Blitz head coach Jim Joyce said that it was more difficult to prepare for P.E. since they were in the other league. However, Breen-Phillips’ defense has been a factor in all its games. The Blitz are tough in key games, as proven in their 12-6 upset victory over Walsh.
Lewis vs. Pasquerilla East
In the two teams’ final regular season game, Pasquerilla East pulled out a 22-14 victory over Lewis, and Lewis is looking forward to the chance to redeem themselves from the loss. Lewis is the eighth seed in the tournament, but that factor has yet to hold any significance. Lewis ended Howard’s season last week, and the Chickens have a reputation of being extremely hard to beat in the postseason.
"It is ironic that we are playing P.E.,” said Lewis coach Mike Morelli. “They almost knocked us out of the tournament with the win. We are excited to try and stop them Sunday.”
Pasquerilla East, meanwhile, looks to maintain its dominance over Lewis. However, the loss of two defensive stalwarts, sophomore Nina DeLorenzo and junior Aveme Nocero, could prove costly to P.E.
Men's tennis at Rolex tourney
Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame men's tennis team travels to Madison, Wis. this weekend for the Rolex Midwest Indoor Championships in its final competition of the fall season. Coach Bob Bayliss takes a full allotment of six players to the tournament: Chuck Coleman, Will Forsyth, Andy Zurcher, Mark Schmidt, Ron Rosa and Tommy North. Dave DiLucia will skip the tournament, the qualifier for the National Indoor Championships in February.

Bayliss hopes that someone steps forward at this weekend's tournament and asserts himself as a solid number-two singles player behind DiLucia.

"What I'm looking for is someone to step out of the pack and become a dominant player for us," he said. "It doesn't matter who, but we need to establish someone that's a go-to guy behind David."

The Observer/John Rock

Wish Tim Brown a Happy 21st Birthday on Nov. 10. We know the last year of waiting had to be the hardest.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Cano

By JIM VOGL
Sports Writer

Alumni and Cavanaugh will meet for the Interhall soccer championships Sunday at 1 p.m. on Stupan Field.

On Wednesday, third-seeded Alumni beat an intimidating Stanford squad, 3-1, in what Alumni captain Eric Horvath called a "great team effort." "At the beginning of the game we were kind of worried," re-called Horvath. "I think Stanford was only psyched up once the whole season, and they had just beaten El Cartel 7-0. But after the game got going we built our confidence."

"We were especially pleased with the bench, which was patient and really gave us help. A lot of fans showed up and pumped us up. That really got us going," he added.

The top-seeded Crusaders prevailed for a controversial 2-1 win against rival Zahm, following a ten minute sudden death overtime, a five-player shootout, and a sudden death shootout, as freshman Matt Mueller finally booted in the winning goal.

In a shootout, each team selects five players to attempt penalty kicks. "After we missed the first shot," said Cavanaugh's captain Garr Schwartz, "we were on an emotional train ride. They missed their fourth shot and gave us new life." "I just happened to be in the right place at the right time," said Mueller. "I was not in the shoot-out because during the year I showed little offensive prowess. If I wasn't for the five guys who kept it alive before me, I would never have had the opportunity to win it."

"The goalkeepers hardly had a chance at all in the shootouts," said Schwartz. While the one-on-one shootouts are already almost sure shots, the goalies in this contest had to battle darkness as well. "It was almost impossible to see the ball off people's feet. It was like a dead ghost," said Crusaders' freshman goalkeeper Chris Fischer.

"At the end of the second-half, Fischer and Cavanaugh were victimized by the darkness for a controversial Zahm goal, the first goal scored by a Cavanaugh opponent all year. "It was getting dark and it was hard to see from where the ref was," explained Schwartz. "The shot went over the post and through the corner of the goal. When it went through a hole in the back of the net, it gave the illusion that it was a legitimate goal."

Fischer is a portrait of Cavanaugh soccer—young defensive talent. They had a dominating season despite their lack of experience at a college level, yet they are still able to maintain humility. "It was a surprising season," admitted Fischer. "There were a lot of questions at the beginning of the year as to how we would do, considering we were almost all freshmen and sophomores. We got a lot of breaks and we've played hard."

In describing his role as goalkeeper for a team that allowed only two controversial goals all season, Fischer reflected this sense of humility. "I have no defensive team. I'm just there to clean up whatever rolls back there."

While beating Zahm was a major achievement for Cavanaugh, Schwartz was not entirely pleased with the team's overall performance.

"At times we didn't play well at all," he said. "We have that type of sporadic performance against Alumni and expect to win."

Hockey team hosts 10th-ranked Wildcats
Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame hockey team (1-1-1) will attempt once again to get its home season started tonight against tenth-ranked New Hampshire.

Last weekend, a power outage with 13 minutes remaining in the second period caused a cancellation of the ND-Wisconsin-East Claire opener. The teams were tied at one when the blackout occurred and the game was declared a no contest which will not be rescheduled or rescheduled.

New Hampshire is coming into the games off of three straight victories. Vermont fell 3-1 in the season opener and Air Force lost the last two games 5-3, 9-4 to the streaking Wildcats.

Wildcats to watch will be sophomore goalie Jeff Levy and senior center Joe Flanagan.
Men's IH football reaches semis

Top seeded Carroll faces Zahm; Flanner takes on Keenan

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

The semi-finals of the men's interhall football playoffs takes place Sunday at Stepan Field with four teams looking to advance to the championship round.

In the first of the two match-ups, Rockne division champion Carroll faces a determined Zahm team fresh off of a 1-4-6 victory over Fisher in the playoffs.

By beating Fisher, Zahm accomplished a feat which eluded the Vermin during the preseason. The Vermin tied the Green Wave in their regular season meeting, starting the Rockne division title.

Carroll had the opportunity to score in their first-round game, and were impressed with what they saw.

"They looked pretty good—they are a tough team," said Carroll captain Tom Sullivan. "There's a really tough defense.

To counter the strong Zahm defense, Sullivan feels his team needs to pass more than in the past.

"We are going to try and take on their defensive backs," said Sullivan. "We feel we can be successful in the air."

Zahm will look to continue what brought them success in the past: the running of tailback Scragg, and the passing of standout quarterback Chris Hammond. Both players shined in last week's victory over Fisher.

The game marks the first time in Carroll history that the Vermin have been in the semifinals, and the players are excited about the opportunity to play for the championship in Notre Dame Stadium.

"We are all pretty excited being one game away from the championship," said Sullivan. "It would be a great way to top off my senior year."

Two division champions open off in the second semifinal match-up. Pangeghan tilities Flanner, 8-0 victors over Off-Campus last Sunday, take on Leahy Division winner Keenan.

The week off gave Keenan the opportunity to view the high-powered Flanner offense and it has them worried.

"We are all worried about them offensively," said Keenan quarterback Matt Davis. "They look a lot better than they did in the beginning of the year."

Offensively, Keenan doesn't plan on changing any of the strategies which have been successful for them throughout the year.

"They run a lot of different defensive fronts," said Davis, "but we still plan to run right at them and hope that we can sustain our blocks."

Flanner will continue to use the skills of quarterback Clarke Warren and an explosive group of receivers, led by Mike Thompson and Scott McCarthy.

"We will be looking to run the passing game," said Warren. "We feel like we can challenge their defensive backs."

The Flanner defense is looking for Keenan to utilize the mobility of Davis and running back Dave Detorre and run the option.

The Observer/John Rock

Flanner tailback Eric Dalai finds some daylight during the Gamecock's 8-0 playoff victory over Off-Campus last Sunday.
The spider Mafia at work

FPA (Forgetful Persons Anonymous) meeting in session

CAMPUS

Friday

7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. Film, "Guilty by Suspicion." Annenberg Auditorium. Friday and Saturday.

LECTURE

Friday

3:30 p.m. Romance Languages and Literature Lecture Series, "Machiavelli's Gift of Counsel," Albert Ascoli, Northwestern University. Medieval Institute Library, Room 715, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by romance languages department.

4:30 p.m. Mathematical Colloquium, "Jordan Algebras, Siegel Domains and Several Complex Variables," Kenneth Gross, University of Vermont. Room 226, Mathematics Building. Sponsored by the Department of Mathematics.
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ACROSS

1 Chew noisily
6 Inundates
7 "Two Out" vehicle
14 French city or lace
16 Tailor
17 Mr. Wallach
18 Entertainers
20 Pop abbreviation
21 Baseball champs of 1966
23 Startle
24 Fibber
25 Sleepless
26 Weight units
27 "One Out" vehicle
28 Bell sounds
29 Ocean story? (2 wds.)
30 On sale
32 Boise (2 wds.)
33 Ray of Naples Isle
34 Sleight parts
35 Military student
40 Gofer knighthood
41 Inscribed stone
43 Taking repose
44 Cowboy gear
47 Slight or remote
56 Comrades
58 Potatoes
59 Miss Lupino
101 OALMA1ANS Nov. 8th & 9th in Concert Nov. 19th 8:00 PM Stepan Center Tickets on sale at LaFortune Info. Desk starting Nov. 7th for ND/SMC Students for $8.00 and Nov. 11th for General Public for $12.00.
Irish host Vols in '91 home finale
Pay-per-view plan for ND-Penn State game
tabled
By DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Editor

The Fighting Irish can clear another hurdle on the road to their dream season tomorrow with a win over the talented Tennessee Volunteers.

Of course, if the Vols have their way, the Notre Dame dream season could suddenly become a nightmare.

Notre Dame hopes to gain a bowl berth against either the top-ranked team or a team which, were the Irish to win, would give them a credible claim to the national championship.

Yet while Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz maintains that his team can still realize its dreams, he is quick to point out that all dreams would end with a defeat at the hands of the Volunteers.

"On occasion I will tell the team, 'Every dream we had before the season is still alive. Every single one of them,'" said Holtz. "I haven't told them that unit is not yet to be considered great, he also is quick to add that his youthful defenders will improve with age.

"We are going to have a dominating defense at Notre Dame," said Holtz. "That is our number one goal."

In pointing to the future prowess of his defense, Holtz especially mentioned the play of sophomore linebacker Tom Carter.

"I want to let you in on a secret, because you're going to find it out eventually," said Holtz. "Tommy Carter is pretty darn good. All you notice is that people don't throw in his area very often. Tommy Carter is really special."

Of the ten players on the Irish depth chart in the secondary, only three—senior linebacker safety Greg Davis, senior strong safety Rod Smith and senior quarterback/safety George Poorman—are not true sophomores.

"The front six are similarly see VOLS/ page 24"
no other time in the history of the University of Notre Dame was there so much doubt, and yet so much hope in its future.

By 1865 the University had begun to establish itself. Destroyed by fire in the spring of 1879, the main building was rebuilt in just one summer due to the incredible resolve of Father Edward Sorin and the University faculty. Father Patrick Dillon, Notre Dame’s second president, supervised the construction of the second Administration Building. The new building served as the focus of University life, containing student dormitories, classrooms, and offices.

To match the expansion of buildings on campus, the academic curriculum was also expanded in many ways. Departments of science, law, and engineering joined the department of commerce in augmenting the classical, liberal arts program. Father Auguste Lemonnier, the fifth president of the University, developed a set of goals to expand and improve academics at Notre Dame.

At this time, there were few good Catholic scholars in the United States. Few laymen accepted the $600 salary offered by the University. Those that did were often alumni such as Professors Joseph Lyons and Timothy Howard.

Before students became alumni they were forbidden from being on the front porch of the Administration Building. They first were allowed to walk down the steps after commencement. This regulation became a tradition that is still observed by some students today.

As with today’s Notre Dame students, many students derived their identity from the dormitory in which he lived. Before separate residence halls were built, students lived in one of the dormitories in the Administration Building. Brownson, Carroll, St. Patrick’s, and St. Aloysius’ Halls were located in the various wings on the third and fourth floors of the building.

Leisure time activities for the students included athletic competition between the halls in football (soccer), sailing, and other activities. Students participated in other campus groups as well. The sailing club and band provided a change from the study environment within the dormitories.

In 1879, the University came incredibly close to shutting its doors forever. However, through the hard work of the entire community, Notre Dame began to firmly establish itself as a premiere Catholic university.
If it were ALL gone, I should not give up

Terrible Fire.

THE UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME IN
ASHES!

Three Hours Suffices
to Destroy a Fifth of
a Million Dollars.

SEVERAL FINE ADJACENT
BUILDINGS BURNED TO
THE GROUND.

The Magnificent Cathedral Un-
touched by the Flames.

INSURANCE, ABOUT $60,000.

Full Details of the Great Calamity.

By EMILY WILLETT
Saint Mary's Editor

Within minutes the pace of a tranquil spring afternoon was disrupted. Within hours the Main Building of the University of Notre Dame was destroyed.

At approximately 11 a.m. on April 23, 1879, several minim students (those under the age of twelve) reported fire on the roof of the building.

In order to fight the blaze, men and boys lined the steps up to the sixth floor and passed buckets of water by hand. The South Bend steam pumper arrived long after the fire had begun, but aided in gaining control of the blaze.

As the building burned, students tossed items from windows. Most of these broke or caught fire when they reached the ground. The Holy Cross sisters who were on hand carried articles from the kitchens, infirmary and press to safety. Surprisingly, no lives were lost to the fire, and only minor injuries were incurred.

Once the blaze was brought under control, little remained. The infirmary, St. Francis Home, and Music Hall were destroyed in addition to the Main Building.

Father William Corby, the University's president, met with advisors to plan a course of action. They concluded that the school year would have to be terminated.

An hour later Corby announced the decision to the students gathered in Sacred Heart Church. He promised, however, that a new college would be ready for them on the first Tuesday in September.

When the fire broke out, Father Edward Sorin was en route to Europe. A messenger was sent from the University to intercept him in Montreal and inform him of the disaster. Sorin cancelled his trip, and returned to Notre Dame the following Sunday.

After surveying the remains of the building, Sorin addressed the University community. Concluding with the words 'If it were all gone, I should not give up', he gave a sense of hope to all gathered.

The University quickly began the process of rebuilding. Money came from all over the nation. The Notre Dame Club of Chicago organized a benefit concert to raise funds for the new building, while students and alumnae of Saint Mary's Academy raised money to purchase a new statue of the Virgin Mary for the top of the building.

Notre Dame held fund raisers throughout the country during the summer in order to finance the construction. An architectural competition was held to choose the best plans for the new building and ground was broken on May 17. A crew of three hundred laborers worked incessantly throughout the summer to see that the building would be completed for the new school term in September. In addition to the Main Building, the infirmary and Minims Play Hall were also constructed during this time.

The Main Building served a multitude of purposes for the University. The basement initially provided trunk storage for students and then was used as classrooms for the senior students.

Two student dining rooms were located in the building's wings, the east portion for minim and prep students, the west portion for collegians.

The president and vice-president's offices, sleeping rooms, and parlor were located on the second floor, the main entrance of the building. A large public parlor was also located there.

Students studied in the common study rooms located in the wings of this floor under the supervision of prefects from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. each night.

Dormitories occupied the third and fourth floors, and twenty-two classrooms were scattered throughout the building.

The destruction and recon­struction of the Main Building exemplified the dedication to the University and its mission that existed at the time.

From fighting the flames to raising money for rebuilding, people demonstrated their support. The new building served the needs of the school in many capacities, and remains a landmark of the University of Notre Dame.
The life of students at Notre Dame has always fallen under the jurisdiction of the college's rules, regulations, and policies. These rules were not always as they are today. However, upon closer examination, one sees the alarming similarities. Usted Walsh explained.

Asst. Saint Mary's Editor

satisfied in too many cases. A special meeting of the faculty was convened, and it was decided the two who had caused the greatest scandal would be expelled. The remaining thirty would receive the same punishment as the other thirty. The group protested and demanded that the same punishment be given to all. They believed that the two students who were expelled received the same punishment as the other thirty. The Asst. Saint Mary's Editor explained, "The rules will be enforced at any cost." During this time, smoking became a privilege of seniors (students over the age of 16) with the consent of their parents. Smoking tobacco was not forbidden, but it was discouraged.

Those who decided to chew had to pay to clean-up after them and attend study halls and classrooms. Printed warnings were issued in papers threatening to prosecute those who sold liquor to the students. Also a warning was issued to young women "to cease prying about the University grounds, especially Sunday afternoon and evening." Their names are known and will be punished.

The South Bend Register reported that at Notre Dame the "stags" did not follow the normal conformations of the word—beer and braves. At an all-man school, stag meant "gentlemen dance with the girls and have parties, polka, center of attraction, respect for God and студентs are expected from them."

Gasoline lamps—the first source of artificial light used on campus—were replaced by the incandescent electric light developed by Edison.

Notre Dame claims to have been the first American college to be lighted by electricity. When the lights were turned upon the statue of Mary above the French doors, the people thought they were looking at a new comet that had suddenly appeared above Notre Dame.

A ball, a form of soccer then, began to be played more frequently. With as many as sixty players on a side, the games were watched by students, faculty, and workers. The Red won over the Blues in a tough game in 1881.

The prize, a barrel of cider, was not "pillon-storm" because the Red were found "slightly unmanageable" that evening, and "required firm words by Father Corby to quiet them." A few private rooms were made available in the new college buildings. These rooms were set aside for students of "superior talent and conduct." The phone developed into a social affair when music was sung and the orchestra performed selections on the phone.

Also during this time, the University began circulating library books. For the first time, students were able to check-out books from the University library.

The first baseball team was organized by Matthew Campion in 1865. There were approximately twelve teams who played among each other. Adrian "Cap" Anson, who went on to play in the major league, became a "diamond immortal," played on the Juansitas, one of several campus teams.

From its humble beginnings, Notre Dame's varsity baseball program evolved. The University became known as a baseball school, until the days of Knute Rockne.

Father Sorin amused himself by playing marbles, while others enjoyed weekly excursions, walks, hunts, skating, swimming, boating, baseball, and football.

Football in particular was a favorite of students. Both rowing and sailing on St. Joseph's Lake were means of physical exercise as well as entertainment. Rivalries between crews developed, and in 1870 the first race was held. Regattas were part of the entertainment for St. Edward's Day and commencement exercises.

University rules have influenced student life throughout Notre Dame's history. Students were expected at all times and in all places to "behave like gentlemen."

"Good habits, gentlemanly deportment, politeness, neatness, order, application, respect for God, and attention to religious duties are expected from them."

Throughout these years, students have been subjected to life living according to the regulations. Some have maintained them, others have broken and challenged them, and many have sought ways in which to amuse themselves which do not violate the rules.

1991 UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS

Compiled by Jeanne Blais

1. Students are to abide by the rules and regulations in Du Lac on and off campus. Responsible behavior is expected at all times in all places; this includes at the University of Michigan.

2. The University and Residence halls provide both daily and Sunday masses.

3. The Grotto maintains a respectable quiet at all times.

4. A group which seeks to proselytize Catholic students or which in any way is disrespectful of or antagonistic to the doctrine and tradition of the Roman Catholic Church will not be approved. (Du Lac, 1991)

5. The University has instituted a policy of limited parietal visitation to foster the personal and social development of residence hall students while at the same time, responding to the safety, security and privacy needs of students sharing common living space.

6. No Alcoholic beverages may be carried in the corridors or any other public area of the residence hall in any kind of container, including souvenir cups. Souvenir cups are prohibited. (Du Lac, 1991)

7. The student who wishes to transfer colleges within the University must have the approval of the deans of both colleges. (Du Lac, 1991)

8. Overweight parietal violations are considered serious violations and students who commit such violations shall be subject to suspension or expulsion. (Du Lac, 1991)

9. Escorts from Notre Dame Safe Walk are available to accompany students walking on campus after dark. (Du Lac, 1991)

10. Student report cards are sent to freshman parents at mid-semester and at the semester break. (Du Lac, 1991)

11. Telephones are provided in each residence hall room. A resident may dial direct from his or her room to a campus or South Bend area telephone without charge. (Du Lac, 1991)

12. On no account are students or persons allowed to act in an improper manner while at the University. (Du Lac, 1991)

13. The University reserves the right to require the withdrawal of any student when academic performance, health status or general conduct may be clearly detrimental to the best interest of either the student or the University community. (Du Lac, 1991)

14. The University of Notre Dame should not prohibit the orderly distribution of student literature on campus except that which could be injurious to the good name of the University or the state of Indiana. (Du Lac, 1991)

15. The University of Notre Dame should not prohibit the orderly distribution of student literature on campus except that which could be injurious to the good name of the University or the state of Indiana. (Du Lac, 1991)

16. Students and faculty are to abide by the rules and regulations in Du Lac on and off campus. Responsible behavior is expected at all times in all places; this includes at the University of Michigan. (Du Lac, 1991)

17. The University of Notre Dame should at all times and everywhere behave like gentlemen. (Du Lac, 1991)

18. Students are to abide by the rules and regulations in Du Lac on and off campus. Responsible behavior is expected at all times in all places; this includes at the University of Michigan. (Du Lac, 1991)

19. The University and Residence halls provide both daily and Sunday masses.

20. The student who wishes to transfer colleges within the University must have the approval of the deans of both colleges. (Du Lac, 1991)

21. The University reserves the right to require the withdrawal of any student when academic performance, health status or general conduct may be clearly detrimental to the best interest of either the student or the University community. (Du Lac, 1991)

22. The University of Notre Dame should not prohibit the orderly distribution of student literature on campus except that which could be injurious to the good name of the University or the state of Indiana. (Du Lac, 1991)

23. The University of Notre Dame should not prohibit the orderly distribution of student literature on campus except that which could be injurious to the good name of the University or the state of Indiana. (Du Lac, 1991)

24. The University of Notre Dame should not prohibit the orderly distribution of student literature on campus except that which could be injurious to the good name of the University or the state of Indiana. (Du Lac, 1991)

25. Whether in presence or absence of the instructor, students are not allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

26. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

27. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

28. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

29. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

30. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

31. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

32. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

33. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

34. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

35. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

36. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

37. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

38. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

39. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

40. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

41. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

42. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

43. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

44. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

45. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

46. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

47. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

48. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

49. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)

50. No student is allowed to enter the playgrounds of the other departments without special permission. (Du Lac, 1991)
Lyons left behind more than just a dorm

By JON PEPPETTI

Every student, faculty member, administrator, and friend of the University of Notre Dame's J. Joseph Lyons knew him to be a man who respected and encouraged the various landmarks which adorn the campus.

Although rarely recognized as monuments, nearly all campus buildings are also part of the Notre Dame tradition. Lyons Residence Hall is dedicated to the memory of Prof. Joseph A. Lyons, one of Notre Dame's most distinguished lay faculty members.

For more than a quarter-century, from 1862 to 1888, Lyons actively participated in the building of Notre Dame as an academic institution.

In an era which lacked qualified lay teachers, Lyons became the heart and soul of the Notre Dame faculty. He was not accepted not only for his teaching ability, but also for his genuine concern for students.

Lyons first came to Notre Dame in 1851, at the age of 19. As a young man, he entered the Scholasticate to enter the priesthood. Lyons eagerly accepted the gift and entered the Scholasticate for study of the classics.

In 1852, Father Sorin, impressed with Lyons' attitude and determination, gave him the opportunity to earn money and learn a trade. While sitting in his easy chair, he would conduct congenial discussions, patiently answer questions, and freely give companionship.

In 1869, Lyons' senior students declared, "No one knows better than the student how to appreciate the worth of a good and noble friend; and such a friend have the students of Notre Dame ever found in you.

In one of Notre Dame's first so-called "bachelor dons," Lyons resided along with students in a campus dormitory. As a Notre Dame English professor, Lyons organized several literary societies and published several books of national reputation, including "The American Elocutionists," which became a standard text on the subject.

By study, energy, and perseverance, he raised himself from the humble, modest origins of his youth to the role of a most accomplished professor in the University.
Hasta la vista

Rick Mirer and the Irish hope to terminate Tennessee
A true student-athlete

DuBose a winner on and off field

By RENE FERRAN
Associate Sports Editor

When people think of the term "student-athlete" today, they tend to laugh. But one just has to look at players like Demetrius DuBose to realize that not all college athletes think their chances or lives are a joke.

Not that the junior linebacker from Seattle couldn't let his accomplishments on the field speak for themselves. The Butkus Award semifinalist leads the Irish with 110 tackles (66 solo), two fumble recoveries, and a 49-yard interception return for a touchdown (against Indiana).

But DuBose doesn't want to be known just for his performance on the gridiron. His athletic talents drew offers from West Coast powerhouse Washington, USC, UCLA and Colorado, but he was looking for more.

"I chose Notre Dame because it was the chance to excel in both academics and athletics, to be in the best of both worlds," he explained. "When I came here, I had two goals—to graduate and to win the Butkus Award. I'm on time to graduate (a 3.0 GPA in government and English), so that's taking care of itself and, the Butkus will come.

"He's a guy who's committed to doing the right things both on and off the field," added defensive coordinator Gary Darnell. "He brings leadership to this team, and that's an important quality...linebacker—and Demetrius is very conscious of its importance."

After earning a monogram his first two years, and playing in the Orange Bowl against Colorado, DuBose came into his own for the Irish last season. He began the year splitting time with Donn Grimm at inside linebacker, but established himself as the starter midway through the year.

He was the second-leading tackler coming back for the 1991 season with 68 tackles (32 solo), and was named the defensive MVP for the Blue-Gold game this spring with 10 tackles. DuBose was also named a pre-season second-team All-American by Don Heinrich's College Football as well as Football Newsweekly.

"I've been doing the right things both on and off the field, and that's the best I can do," DuBose said. "A lot of people seem to overweight my statistics, but my job is just to be a leader on defense and make the plays."

At 6-2, 234 pounds, DuBose has similar physical dimensions to another outstanding inside linebacker to come through Notre Dame, Michael Heinrich's.

"He's not the fastest linebacker, but he was looking for more.

None of which is a surprise to Irish coach Lou Holtz.

"I remember him getting into the game against Miami his freshman year, and even though we lost, it was obvious watching him on the field that he belonged out there," Holtz related. "He is an excellent talent, an outstanding competitor. He is the emotional leader of our defense."

"I've done what's been asked of me, and that's the best I can do," DuBose said. "A lot of people seem to overweight my statistics, but my job is just to be a leader on defense and make the plays."

At 6-2, 234 pounds, DuBose has similar physical dimensions to another outstanding inside linebacker to come through Notre Dame, Michael Heinrich's.
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Howard, Weldon lead Heisman chase
FSU-Miami matchup crucial to Seminole QB's chances

By DAVE MCMANIVON
Associate Sports Editor

When the 1991 Heisman trophy play began back in August, it appeared to be either Ty Detmer's or David Klingler's to win or lose.

But the scenario has changed since then, throwing Houston quarterback Klingler back into the back and all but eliminating Brigham Young quarterback Detmer.

The race, one of the longest in all of sport, has developed into a sprint during the second-half of the season between Michigan wide receiver/kicker returner Desmond Howard and Florida State quarterback Case

Howard, who caught two touchdown passes for 47 and 17 yards last week against Purdue in the Wolverines' 42-0 win, has 1,229 all-purpose yards and 19 touchdowns.

The junior has scored at least two touchdowns in every game to lead the Wolverines to a 7-1 record.

Weldon missed the top-ranked Seminoles' game last week against Louisville with a ligament injury in his left knee, but he should return tomorrow against South Carolina to build upon his already outstanding numbers.

The senior quarterback has thrown for 1,829 yards, completing 129-of-208 for 18 touchdowns. Weldon threw for a career high 347 yards against Syracuse on a 22-of-37 performance.

Since Weldon became a starter 15 games ago, the 'Noles haven't lost. If he can continue such a streak, it could be a factor in the voting.

Florida State doesn't lose anything on defense, either.

Cornerback/punt returner Terrell Buckley had his third two-interception game of the season last week. On the season, Buckley has eight interceptions for 183 yards and stands behind only John Provoast of Holy Cross on the NCAA's all-time list with 446 interception return yards.

Against Michigan, Buckley snagged two interceptions to win one of the early season matchups, pitting Heisman hopefuls.

Arizona, although to a lesser degree, kicks off Saturday in Notre Dame Stadium when Michigan's Desmond Howard, shown celebrating a touchdown in the Wolverines' 24-14 victory over Notre Dame, could very well be celebrating a Heisman trophy in December.

Tennessee's Carl Pickens and Irish fullback Jerome Bettis will display their talents.

Bettis, a late addition to the race, has scrambled for 824 yards on 128 carries for a 6.4 average. The sophomore also has 13 receptions for 151 yards for an 11.6 average.

With 12 rushing and four receiving touchdowns, Bettis leads the Irish in scoring with 16 TDs. Bettis needs a stellar performance against the Volunteers and must add considerably to his 975 all-purpose yards.

On the Volunteers' side, junior wide receiver Carl Pickens was an early favorite for the trophy.

Pickens has 38 receptions for 702 yards and an 18.5 average per catch. He has averaged 42.1 yards on his 16 career touchdown receptions.

While Florida quarterback Shane Matthews has impressive statistics, the exposure, or lack thereof, of Gator football hasn't helped his chances.

But with Weldon and Florida State facing Miami on Nov. 16 and sixth-ranked Florida on Nov. 30, the Heisman, probably with only average performances, will be his for the taking.

Howard's slashing runs of Indiana's Vaughn Dunbar (22)—pictured in action against the Irish this season—have earned him serious attention from Heisman award voters.
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Volunteers and Irish provide a high-octane matchup

By ROLANDO DE AGUIAR

Sports Writer

Were Notre Dame located in a temperate zone, Saturday’s match with Tennessee could have been an offensive exhibition. Both teams bring high-octane offenses into Notre Dame Stadium and last year’s 34-29 Irish win was an explosive nail-biter.

However, with a predicted high in the mid-30s on game day, offensive fires could be extinguished by northern Indiana’s early winter.

Tennessee ran a pass-oriented offense which scored a season-high 52 points in last week’s defeat of in-state rival Memphis State. However, due to the low temperatures in South Bend this weekend, the Vols could be forced to use their running game, led by freshman sensations Aaron Hayden and James Stewart.

Hayden gained a Tennessee season-high 169 yards in last weekend’s win, and has compiled 445 yards on the year, while Stewart has gained 416 yards.

Junior wideout Carl Pickens, a preseason Heisman Trophy candidate whose stellar season has been overshadowed by one Desmond Howard (a Heisman Trophy candidate) has progressed, Holtz professes a suffocating defense, and the Irish will try to stop Pickens with a secondary which returns three starters from the unit which allowed Tennessee’s Andy Kelly 399 yards passing in 1990.

“The key people that make them go are Kelly and Pickens and their offensive line,” said Irish coach Lou Holtz. “We don’t have a chance if it’s a high-scoring game.”

Despite their strength in these areas, the Volunteers would seem to have lost some punch from their offense since last fall, especially after losing receiver Alvin Harper and offensive lineman Anthony Davids in the NFL.

The Volunteers have had some difficulty filling these holes in their receiving with 38 catches, including a seven-reception, 145-yard game against Georgia.

Tackles, two interceptions, and two Volunteer returns, where he averages 22.1 yards on punt returns, but has faltered on kickoff returns, where he averaged by 6.7 yards on 18 runbacks. 

Cornerbacks Carey Bailey, George Poorman, and Kevin McLaughlin have combined for a total of 46 receptions to partially fill the void left by Harper’s departure.

Despite its continued success, however, the Volunteer passing attack is the main focus of the Irish defense this week. Holtz has declared his wishes for a suffocating defense, and the Irish will try to live up to the 1990 Saturday.

After increasingly impressive performances as the 1991 season has progressed, Holtz professes a strong belief in the Irish secondary.

Yet while the Notre Dame secondary has no definite leader, the Volunteers return All-American safety Dale Carter. Carter is one of 20 returners from the Volunteers’ defense of 1990, which ranked second in the nation in yards allowed.

Carter doubles as the Volunteers’ returner. He leads the Volunteers into defense of their goal line.

Fields leads Tennessee with 74 total tackles, while Hardy has 50 tackles, two interceptions, and two blocked kicks (one field goal, one punt) one the 1991 season.

McLaughlin, Poorman, and Carey Bailey have combined for 33 tackles, two interceptions, and two blocked kicks. Poorman and Carey Bailey have combined for 32 tackles, two interceptions, and two blocked kicks.
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Tennessee Numerical Roster

Name Pos Ht Wt
1 Davis, Ronald WR 5-11 197
2 Matthews, Steve QB 6-4 207
3 Smith, Tracy RB 5-9 190
4 Faulkner, Craig WR 5-11 175
5 Lewis, Rodrick DB 6-3 197
6 Cleckley, J.J. DB 5-8 167
7 Julian, Jason WR 5-9 172
8 Kelly, Andy QB 6-4 227
10 Bar, Beau FR 6-7 175
11 Ker, Lloyd, WR 5-3 235
12 Fleming, Cory WR 6-3 222
13 Thomas, Steve DB 6-3 205
14 Coley, Jerry CB 6-0 204
15 Pickens, Carl WR 6-3 200
17 Westbrook, Kevin KS 5-11 180
18 Casey, Dan DB 6-2 182
19 Phillips, Mike RB 6-0 213
20 Chapman, Jack FB 5-11 175
21 Raines, Brian K 6-2 178
22 Miki, Floyd DB 6-1 200
23 Fields, Earnest LT 5-11 239
24 Correa, Jeffery DB 6-1 180
25 Renner, David DE 6-6 136
27 Gillman, Jim IC 5-7 166
28 Herston, Tyvo RB 5-7 192
29 Campbell, Kenneth RB 5-2 225
30 Powell, Roc RB 6-0 220
31 Jarir, Keith RB 6-0 208
34 Fisher, Armandos LB 6-1 223
36 Fletcher, Mark DB 6-1 206
38 Tullis, Jeff DT 6-1 260
59 Banks, Randy DB 6-0 209
40 Bradley, Shaz zone DT 6-1 255
41 Ingram, Reggie LB 6-2 247
44 Brunson, Mario RB 6-1 250
45 Walker, Shon LB 6-0 224
*
*indicates lettermen
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Tennessee wide receiver Carl Pickens, shown in action against the Irish last season, stands seventh on the Vol all-time reception list.

Pickens following Vol tradition

Multi-talented wide receiver threatens Irish secondary

By ANTHONY KING
Assistant Sports Editor

Following in the tradition of Willie Gault, Alvin Harper, and other great receivers at "Wide Receiver U." is Heisman candidate Carl Pickens.

Pickens, a talented receiver with exceptional size and talent, is writing himself into the record books at Tennessee and into the minds of NFL scouts.

Pickens, a junior from Murphy, North Carolina, has the natural talent to make him one of the most dangerous players in college football. Standing 6-3 and 200 pounds, Pickens is a big target for quarterback Andy Kelly. He can get airborne when he needs to, which makes him doubly dangerous. Carl is a high jumper for the Tennessee track team and has cleared over seven feet.

With his great ability, Pickens has become known as a game-breaker. Pickens has totaled 16 touchdowns in his career, averaging 42.2 yards per score. This year he hooked up with Kelly for an 87-yard touchdown pass against Auburn, setting a school record for the longest pass play. Pickens also snagged a Kelly pass for a 66-yard score in the same game. Kickers and punters find him a very, very dangerous receiver. I don't feel any different going against Pickens than we did against Desmond Howard—both can break the game open.

Carl has racked up some stats in three seasons of Tennessee football, including All-SEC honors in 1990. In 1989, Pickens played both receiver and free safety, being one of the few players today to play both ways. In his three years of playing free safety in high school, Pickens recorded 15 interceptions, and picked off four more passes his freshman year before concentrating solely on offense.

He has collected 1,700 yards on 58 receptions in his career at receiver, which ranks him seventh on the all-time receiving list at Tennessee. At present, he leads the SEC in reception yards (702), yards per game (100.3), and catches per game (5.43).

Against Notre Dame last year, Pickens picked apart the Irish secondary. Pickens grabbed 13 balls (a school record) for 163 yards in the Vol's losing effort. Notre Dame will try to slow Pickens, but every team facing Tennessee this year has tried to stop the pre-season All-American, usually with unsuccessful results.

Right now, Pickens is in the hunt for Heisman Trophy, as he and Howard are the premier receivers in the race. Many people think Pickens is at least as good as Howard, if not better.

"I can't imagine him not being in the top three in the Heisman Trophy voting," praised ESPN analyst Mike Golic. "He makes you change your entire defensive game plan."

"I wouldn't trade him for anyone," exclaimed Volunteer quarterback Andy Kelly. "I know, Carl is an exceptional athlete. He has exceptional hands. He makes my job so much easier."

When the Volunteers enter Notre Dame Stadium this Saturday, they will look to number 15 for big plays. The Irish defense, however, hopes to limit Carl to slim pickins' and shut down the big play.

The Observer/Ann-Marie Conrado

The Observer/Andrew McCloskey
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Confusion reigns over muddled bowl game picture

BY DAVE DIETEMAN
Sports Editor

With only games against Tennessee, Penn State and Hawaii remaining on the Notre Dame schedule, the time for bowl speculation has arrived.

Notre Dame Athletic Director Dick Rosenthal, who will soon be meeting with head coach Lou Holtz and Executive Vice-President Father E. William Beauchamp, knows this: there is a chance that the Irish will be playing for the national championship in January.

"We are clearly still playing one game at a time," said Rosenthal. "With our schedule, that is all you can do. But after the Penn State game we will have to make some decisions. It depends on where we are.

"We would like to play the number one team if we have that opportunity—that is what Notre Dame has traditionally done. We might or might not have that opportunity. But there could be a few different opponents for us. I think that Notre Dame's games have been convincing enough that we would be an attractive option to one of the major bowls. We definitely feel good that a bowl game is in our future."

Confusing what might have been an otherwise easily predictable bowl picture is the fact that only three undefeated teams remain in Division I right now, and two of the three—top-ranked Florida State and number-three Miami—face each other. The other team—second-ranked Washington State—could possibly cruise into the Rose Bowl undefeated.

"It's not impossible that we could have every major conference winner in the country and every other major independent with one loss," said Rosenthal. "If the season ended up this way, it would be a very unstable position, but it would also be a kind of Christmas holiday for the bowls because there would be so many teams to choose from."

Florida State faces Miami Nov. 30 against San Diego State.

This weekend, Miami is at home against the Mountaineers of West Virginia, while Florida State hosts South Carolina.

The number two Huskies must play at Oregon State Nov. 16 and Washington State in Seattle Nov. 23 in their season finale.

If the Irish dream of playing for the national championship January 1 is to come to pass, several things very likely must happen. Florida State must defeat Miami, and Florida State must hold on to defeat the Gators.

In this scenario, the Irish (presumably 11-1) could face the undefeated and top-ranked Seminoles in the Fiesta Bowl for the national championship.

The problem is what would happen if Florida State fails to win. The Orange Bowl would be the only other offer. Limited delivery area to ensure safe driving.
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Joe Montana was a 31-14ing, featuring Irish quarterback Tennessee a total of three times, in both schools runs deep. Notre Dame and Tennessee, two Offensive fireworks

By ANTHONY

The series only dates back to 1978, but the football tradition in both schools runs deep. Notre Dame and Tennessee, two perennial powerhouse programs, will meet for the last time in this series on Saturday in Notre Dame Stadium. The Irish have played Tennessee a total of three times, winning on two of those occasions. The opening meeting, featuring Irish quarterback Joe Montana, was a 31-14 beating of the Volunteers in Notre Dame Stadium. The following year, an unranked Tennessee squad returned the favor with a 40-18 shellacking of the 13th ranked Irish. The series was dormant until it picked up again last year in Knoxville. The number one ranked Irish journeyed into Neyland Stadium to face a tough and talented number nine Volunteer team. The 97,000 plus fans that packed Neyland were expecting an exciting contest, and they got exactly what they had anticipated.

Tennessee struck first in this offensive contest, getting on the board with a 46-yard Greg Burke field goal. Notre Dame, on the ensuing possession, took the lead in a flash. Quarterback Rick Mirer found a wide open Rod Culver along the right sideline and Culver rambled from the 35 to the 15 unscathed.

Strong safety Mark Fletcher came up to meet Culver at the 15, but he merely bounced off the big fullback. Culver rambled into the end zone, giving the Irish a 7-3 lead. The Vols closed the gap to one point on a 22-yard field goal by Burke, and the second quarter scoring was limited to a lone field goal for each team. Hentrich hit on a 24-yard attempt to give the Irish a 10-6 lead going into halftime.

The second half was an offensive explosion however. Tennessee came out on their opening possession and regained the lead, as burly Andy Kelly hit Vol star Carl Pickens for 33 yards, setting up Tony Thompson's 10-yard touchdown run. The Irish struck back quickly, as Ricky Watters took it up the middle and raced 64 yards for a score, giving the Irish a 17-13 lead. The Volunteers regained the lead on a 35-yard strike from Kelly to Alvin Harper. Harper had on dropped being blanketed by defensive back Todd Lyght.

Notre Dame began the fourth quarter trailing 20-17, but Rockett Rishiemi returned a punt for 38-yards to the Tennessee 11. The Vol defense, however, stiffened up and forced the Irish into a field goal. Hentrich converted to knot the score at 20.

On the next possession, Tennessee grabbed the lead again, as Burke connected on his third field goal of the day to give the Volunteers a 23-20 edge. Ricky Watters again came up big for the Irish, scrambling in from 10-yards out with 3:30 left in the contest. This score set up one more field for the Irish, and another field goal by Hentrich, one for 20-yards.

Tennessee got the ball trailing 27-23. Kelly again came out throwing, but this time was intercepted by linebacker Donn Grinn on the Irish 42-yard line. On the second play of this drive, Rick Mirer gave the hand-off to Rockett Rishiemi. The Rocket broke it outside and shot down the sideline outracing three defenders. Ismail never looked back and took it the distance for the score. After the extra point, Notre Dame led 34-23 with 3:33 left.

The Volunteers were down, but not out. "Machine Gun" Kelly continued his aerial barrage. Kelly started his drive at his own 32, and it only took him 1:49 and ten plays to hit paydirt. The score came on a 12-yard pass to Harper over Rod Smith, cutting the Irish advantage to 34-29. The Vols attempted a two-point conversion, but failed.

It was obvious with only 1:44 left that Tennessee would be attempting an onside kick. The Irish were prepared for it, but not for the astroturf bounce that kicker Greg Burke would get. Vol star Carl Pickens leap into the air and stole the ball away from the Irish at the Tennessee 46.

The Volunteer offense took the field, looking for a touchdown and the win. Kelly connected on three straight passes, to get the Vols to the Irish 20. But the old adage of going to the well once too often certainly fit the play that followed.

Kelly dropped back and threw the corner route that he had beaten Smith on just a minute earlier. Smith figured it was the same pattern, and broke to where he expected the ball to be. On the goal line, Smith reached up and snagged the Kelly pass and returned it to the 17. The Irish ran out the final 46 seconds of the game and secured the victory.

Ricky Watters had a career day, rushing for 174 yards and two touchdowns. Andy Kelly had an excellent day, passing the Irish secondary for 399 yards and two touchdowns. The Saturday matchup should be another exciting game, but the Frogs will be hard pressed to duplicate last year's thriller.

Offensive fireworks light up ND-Tennessee series

By ANTHONY

The Observer/Andrew McCloskey

Head coaches Lou Holtz (left) of Notre Dame and Johnny Majors (right) of Tennessee exchanged greetings before last season's showdown in Knoxville. That day, 91,003 fans at Neyland Stadium watched the Irish take a 2-1 edge in the series between the two schools.
By JONATHAN JENSEN  
Sports Writer

Miami watched helplessly on its week off as Washington overtook the number-two spot in this week's National Collegiate Sportswriters Poll. The undefeated Huskies, 44-16 winners over Arizona State, evened their PAC-10 record to 4-1. Michigan, Notre Dame, and Florida held their positions in this week's poll, while Alabama moved ahead of Penn State, breaking last week's tie at seventh. Other shake-ups in this top ten include California moving up two spots to ninth after a 52-30 victory over Southern Cal, and Nebraska dropping one spot after a 19-19 tie with Colorado. UCLA climbed to 23rd form 24th, while Arkansas slipped from 23rd to 25th. Indiana, Michigan State and Maryland are up one spot each.

DuBose  
continued from page 2

Notre Dame leads people to believe that he is cocky or arrogant. "Whenever people call me cocky, I laugh at that because it's funny—they really don't know me," he said. "Whatever you want to do in life, you have to put your mind to it and do it on your own, because anyone who doesn't have confidence in himself won't accomplish what you want in life. People tend to listen to what other people say about them, and it sidelines them a lot. But I believe if I put my mind to it, and I do whatever I put my mind to, and whether people call that cocky or arrogant, I don't listen to that." What DuBose does listen to are calls for help in the community. He is active in Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Seattle, and somehow finds time in his busy schedule to work with the South Bend chapter whenever possible.

When asked on his football profile sheet what he never thought he would do when he was growing up, he answered, "Take the opportunity to give back to young people."

"Whatever I do now is preparing me to be a good father, because that's the only true impression we have on this world and on society, is on kids," DuBose explained. "Young black males are a dying breed, and it's important for us to contribute something special to our society, and it's something we overlook sometimes. Athletes don't seem to understand that they're in the public eye, and whether they want it or not, society depsects all athletes as role models. We have to accept the challenge, and go out and live our lives accordingly." His coaches have no doubt that DuBose will do just that. "He's been successful, no matter whether he plays a lick in the NFL," Darnell praised. "I expect to see him in a courtroom someday, and I pity the soul that he's battling against."

Johnny Majors  

Andy Kelly  
The 6-3, 211-pound quarterback is enjoying a stellar senior season. He has completed 165 of 256 passes (64.5 percent) for 2,050 yards, as well as nine touchdowns and 14 interceptions. Kelly ranks first in the SEC in individual total offense with 2,079 yards, and second on the all-time Tennessee list with 5,688 total offense yards.

Huskies edge ever closer to top spot in poll

Each week during football season, The Observer sports staff, Al Lesar of the South Bend Tribune and a guest prognosticator predict the outcomes of the week's major college football games. Records are compiled as to how each person does against the spread. Home teams are in CAPS.

FSU 28 over So. Carolina  
Wash. 16.5 over SQ. CAL.  
MiamI 27 over Virginia  
Nebraska 42 over Minn.  
Neb. 14.5 over Kansas  
Clemson 7 over UNC  
E. Carolina 3 over Wake.  
Colo. 27.5 over OKLA. ST.

Huskies edge ever closer to top spot in poll

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SPORTSWRITERS POLL

Volunteers to Watch

Johnny Majors
Andy Kelly

Earnings Fields

The 5-11, 239-pound linebacker leads the Volunteers with 74 tackles (47 solo) and has registered 2.5 sacks this season. Fields, who battled two fractures and recovered another A pre season SEC pick by Athlon and HOG's SEC Football, he keys a defensive squad that ranks first in the conference in total defense (286.1 yards per game).
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